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1. SUMMARY 
The objectives of this work are to continue the application of direct numerical simulation 
techniques to combustor flows and to use the simulations to develop a better understanding of 
the effects of turbulence on reactions. This work has involved three major tasks. First, we 
have performed simulations of chemical reactions without heat release in three dimensions to 
extend the results of our previous successful simulations. Second, we have performed high-
resolution two and three-dimensional simulations of chemical reactions with heat release. 
These results have been compared with our previous calculations to determine the effects of 
heat release on reaction rate and flow field evolution. Finally, we have performed a series of 
simulations of three-dimensional turbulence decay for Dr. R. G. Deissler at NASA Lewis. We 
have designed, written, and debugged a code capable of performing simulations of three-
dimensional reacting flows, and this code has been delivered to Mr. Russ Claus and Dr .. 
Deissler at NASA Lewis to enhance the center's computational capability. The work on this 
contract has been an important component of the basic combustion research being conducted 
at the NASA Lewis Research Center.!l) 
The extension of the three-dimensional work from Part I of this reportl2) included some 
comparisons with laboratory data which showed good agreement in such quantities as average 
reactant concentration, rms fluctuating reactant concentration, rms fluctuating product 
concentration, and concentration correlations. Since there was no ad hoc modeling or 
adjustable parameters in these simulations, they have given strong evidence that this direct 
numerical simulation technique can accurately represent much of the important physics of this 
problem. 
This technique was next extended to the study of reacting flows with chemical heat release. 
This problem was solved using both the fully compressible equations as well as an 
approximate set of equations that is asymptotically valid for low Mach number flows. These 
latter equations have the computational advantage that high-frequency acoustic waves have 
been filtered out, allowing much larger time steps to be taken. The two-dimensional 
simulation results showed that the rate of chemical product formed, the thickness of the 
I 
mixing layer, and the amount of mass entrained into the layer all decrease with increasing 
rates of heat release. 
The subsequent three-dimensional simulations with heat release showed that, in. agreement 
with previous laboratory experiments, the heat release is observed to lower the rate at which 
the mixing layer grows and to reduce the rate a~mical products are formed. ';he 
--- . --------- ---- "'"-.- ---baroclinic torque and thermal expansion in the mixing layer ~ere found to produce changes in 
the flame vortex structure that act to produce more diffuse vortices than in the constant 
)fI\"'~ density case, resulting in lower rotation rates of fluid elements. Previously unexplained 
~ I anomalies observed in· the mean velocity profiles of reacting jets and mixing layers were 
() } rY ~ shown to result from vorticity generation by baroclinic torques. The density reductions also 
~ .1~\ lowered the generation rates of turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent shear stresses, 
€A resulting in less turbulent mixing of fluid elements. 
W I 
Calculations of the energy in the various wave number modes showed that the heat release has 
a stabilizing effect on the growth rates of individual modes. A linear stability analysis of a 
simplified model problem confirmed this, showing that low-density fluid in the mixing region 
will result in ·a shift of the frequency of the unstable modes to lower wave numbers. The 
growth rates of the unstable modes decrease, contributing to the slower growth of the mixing 
layer. 
Finally, an overall assessment of the status of the direct numerical simulation approach to the 
study of turbulent, reacting flows was made. While the strong constraints of spatial and 
temporal resolution of these methods will not be overcome in the near future, a great deal of 
useful information about the physics of such flows is available from these simulations, and the 
development of better subgrid-scale models will permit the implementation of the large eddy 
simulation technique to flows in more complex geometries. 
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2. SIMULATIONS OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL. COLD. REACTING MIXING LAYER 
The results of the numerical simulations begun in the previous contract period were further 
analyzed and compared with experimental data. The simulations agree. very well with the 
predictions of self-similarity theory. yielding approximately linear growth rates of various 
computed length scales, including the mean velocity half-width, the mean vorticity thickness. 
and the mean product thickness. In addition, mean profiles of the average reactant 
concentrations, the rms fluctuating reactant concentrations. the concentration correlations. the 
average product concentrations. and the rms fluctuating product concentrations collapsed in a 
manner consistent with self-similarity theory. This was not an artifact of the initial condition~l 
since the initial concentration fields were not in the self-similar form, and the self-similarity 
was maintained over a time in which the width of the layer grew by a factor of 5. Simulation 
results also compared reasonably with laboratory data. Computed profiles that were 
qualitatively similar to corresponding laboratory profiles were obtained for the average 
reactant concentrations, the rms fluctuating product concentrations, and the concentration 
correlations. Computed profiles of average product concentrations were in approximate 
agreement with laboratory data. 
In the course of this work, a detailed analysis was made of the accuracy of these techniques 
when applied to the simulation of chemically reacting flows. When the reaction rate is large 
relative to the species difTusivity, steep gradients can develop in the concentration fields 
during the course of the simulation. even though the initial fields are smooth. Thus, the 
accuracy of a simulation can decrease with time until significant errors develop. Some test 
calculations were performed in which the exact analytical solution was known so that the 
resulting numerical errors could be quantitatively estimated. These simulations showed that in 
the limit as the time stepping errors approached zero. the superalgebraic convergence (or 
infinite order accuracy) characteristic of spectral methods could be maintained. 
The results of this work are described in much greater detail in the two papers reproduced in 
two papers by Riley et aI,l3J (4J 
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3. TIrO·DIMENSIONAL MIXING LAYERS WITH HEAT RELEASE 
The purpose of this aspect of the work was to begin an investigation into the interactions 
between chemical heat release and fluid dynamics in a mixing layer. This is an extension of 
the previous work in which the chemical reaction was a passive process, and thus did not 
affect the fluid motion. In a reacting flow with heat release, the dynamics of the fluid motion 
are coupled with the chemical reaction through the inhomogeneous density distribution 
caused by the thermal expansion. This problem can be attacked by solving the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations with heat production, together with the species transport equations. 
This set of equations contains the vorticity, entropy and acoustic modes, which can be of 
greatly different frequencies. In particular, for low subsonic fluid motion, the acoustic modes 
are in frequency bands much higher than the other two modes. Due to this high frequency, 
the acoustic fluctuations do not interact effectively with either the vorticity mode or the 
entropy mode. From the computational point of view, tracking the acoustic fluctuations 
requires extremely small time steps, thus decreasing the efficiency of the computation. To 
mitigate this constraint, a set of approximate equations was derived, asymptotically valid for 
small Mach number flows. 
The validity of the low Mach number approximation in the parameter range of the simulations 
performed here was tested by solving the exact, fully compressible equations for a reacting 
mixing layer with a Mach number of 0.2. Vorticity contours obtained from solutions of the 
exact and approximate equations showed that although acoustic waves propagate throughout 
thc flow field, they apparently have no influence on the vorticity dynamics. Simulations of the 
two-dimensional mixing layer undergoing vortex rollup showed that the effect of heat release 
was to reduce significantly the amount of product produced in the layer. Because of the 
decrease in density caused by exothermic chemical reactions, the heat release and resulting 
density changes act to decrease the rate of mass entrainment into the layer, since the overall 
layer growth is approximately unchanged from the cold flow case. This is in qualitative 
agreement with the experimental findings of Wallace,15( who conducted an experimental study 
of mixing layers that included a chemical reaction with weak heat release. 
The variations in density permit a major new source of vorticity generation in· the form of 
4 
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barocIinic torques. This tends to reduce the vorticity near the outer edges of the layer, 
inhibiting the roHup process. Another effect of heat release is to raise the viscosity of the 
flow. This can also have a stabilizing effect on the flow. 
An important result of this aspect of the work was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
direct numerical simulation approach as a predictive tool in studying complex reacting flows 
with heat release. This clearly suggested the importance of extending this computational 
capability to three-dimensional flows. A detailed discussion of the derivation of the low Mach 
number approximation equations, the numerical solution procedure and results of the 
simulations are given in the paper reproduced in Appendix A.l61 
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4. HEAT RELEASE IN CHEMICALLY REACTING TURBULENT MIXING LAYERS 
The results of the two-dimensional simulations with heat release showed that the presence of 
heat release produced a stabilizing effect on the flow field. However, in fully turbulent mixing 
layers, other secondary modes of instability are present which could change this situation. In 
order to investigate this possibility, a fully three-dimensional code was developed to simulated 
reacting flows under the following conditions. First, to ease time stepping stability constraints, 
low Mach number approximation equations were used to filter out acoustic waves. Second, a 
single binary, irreversible reaction between two species to form a product was used. The 
reaction rate was independent of the temperature. Third, the viscosity, thermal and molecular 
diffusivities and the specific heats ~ere taken to be temperature- independent .constants. 
Finally, the amount of heat release was restricted in order to ensure that large velocities would 
not be generated by the reaction to violate the low Mach number approximation. 
The computational domain was chosen to be large enough to contain the most unstable mode 
and its subharmonic. The velocity field was initialized by adding a hyperbolic tangent 
velocity profile to a low- level, three-dimensional, broad-band background perturbation field. 
In addition, in the "forced" simulations, an additional perturbation in the form of the most 
unstable mode and its subharmonic was added. These forced simulations are analogous to 
laboratory experiments in which well-defined harmonic perturbations are introduced into the 
flow at, or upstream of, the splitter plate. The chemical reactant fields were initially two-
dimensional and consisted of two species fields that were offset so that there was initially no 
overlap between them. 
In three spatial dimensions, an additional secondary instability mechanism comes into play. 
At large amplitudes, it is manifest as streamwise, counter-rotating vortex tubes on the braids 
between the vortex cores. The effect of these structures on the flow field is to induce a 
velocity field that acts to pump fluid between the two layers, thereby further convoluting the 
reaction interface. This tends to increase mixing between the two streams and enhance the 
chemical reaction rate. 
In spite of these additional instabilities, the effect of heat release on the chemical product 
6 
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formation is very much similar to the two-dimensional results. Heat release tends to reduce 
the product generation, again by inhibiting the mixing between the two streams. When the. 
flow is forced, by including the two-dimensional most unstable mode and its subharmonic, the 
product generation is greater than without forcing but is still significantly less than in the 
comparable run without heat release. However, the three-dimensional modes do enhance the 
product generation compared to the strictly two-dimensional runs by providing an additional 
mechanism for wrinkling the flame front and increasing the intercomponent mixing. For the 
growth of the mixing layer thickness, there is a smaIl initial enhancement, foIlowed by a 
decrease in the layer growth rate. These results are qualitatively similar to those obtained 
experimentaIly by Wallace(S) and Hermanson(7) and are consequences of lower rates of fluiq 
entrainment into the mixing region when exothermic chemical reactions occur. 
An analysis of the turbulent kinetic energy equation for these simulations showed that the 
most important effects of heat release are significant reductions in the turbulence production 
and turbulent transport. In the case of the production term, the lower density resulting from 
the combustion is directly responsible for most of this change. Transport by the fluctuating 
motion decreases in the heat release runs simply because the turbulence levels are lower. The 
heat release results in a production of turbulent kinetic energy along the center of the mixing 
layer through the expansion part of the velocity-pressure gradient correlation. However, the 
production is small in these simulations compared with the decrease in the exchange of energy 
with the mean flow, yielding an overall lower turbulent kinetic energy profile. As heat release 
is increased, there can be a significantly greater conversion of internal energy to kinetic 
energy. With much higher heat release, this could possibly result in an overaIl increase in the 
kinetic energy. 
The reduction in mixing layer growth and turbulence production observed in the simulation~ 
with heat release is also consistent with the results of a simplified linear analysis based on 
linear profile approximations to the mean velocity density fields. This analysis shows that, ill 
the presence of heat release, there is a shift of the most unstable wave number to a lower value 
and a decrease in the value of the largest wave number that is still unstab!e, and there is also a 
decrease in the growth rate of the most unstable mode. The precise effect of these stabilizing 
7 
factors depends on the relative time scales involved in the manifestation of the primary 
instabilities and the time scales over which the density decreases develop. However, the net 
result of this analysis is to show that heat release can be strongly stabilizing, both in the linear 
as well as in the nonlinear regime. 
A more complete analysis of these simulations is given in a paper by McMurtry et al.(8) and the 
paper provided in Appendix B,IO) as well as in the Ph.D. thesis of McMurtry.llO) 
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5 .. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS 
5.1 CompUJation of Probability Density Functions 
We have employed results of direct numerical simulations to construct the probability density 
function of a conserved scalar variable in a perturbed three-dimensional temporally evolving 
mixing layer. Calculations have been performed to a time just before mixing transition, and 
the results are comparable to experimental data obtained in the same region. Some additional 
simulations were performed to explore the possibility of extending the simulation procedure to 
larger domains. 
Probability density· functions have proven useful in the theoretical treatment of turbulent 
reacting flows since the early work of Hawthorn et al.lll) An approach based on the single-
point probability density function of the scalar variables has the advantage that the effects of 
chemical reactions appear in closed form, eliminating the need for any turbulence modeling 
associated with the scalar-scalar correlations. However, models are needed for the closure of 
the molecular mixing term and also the turbulent convection. 
In previous work,(12) (13) (14) the pdf approach was employed in a variety of turbulent reacting 
shear flows, and the results were compared with available experimental data under similar 
hydrochemical conditions. In this work, the effects of the molecular mixing term were 
modeled by a coalescence/dispersion model, and the turbulent flux of the pdf was modeled by 
a simple gradient diffusion approximation. 
As far as the first few moments are concerned, the results obtained from the pdf transpol't 
equation are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. However, a major difference 
between the calculated and measured shape of the pdf was observed in the two-stream plane 
mixing layer calculations. 
The experimentally observed shape of the pdf is dependent on the streamwise location, where 
the pdf is measured .. Measurements of Konrad(16) and Koochesfahani(16) in nonreacting mixing 
layers indicate that below the mixing transition point, the concentration field consists of pure 
9 
unmixed fluid originating from either the high- or low-speed stream, and mixed fluid is found 
only at the thin interface separating the two fluids. Under these conditions, the shape of the 
pdf is rather simple. It has spikes only at values corresponding to the free stream 
concentrations and is negligible at other concentration values. Above the point of mixing 
transition, the experimental measurements indicate that there is a change in the shape of the 
pdf. It still consists of the two spikes at the concentration values corresponding to the free 
stream concentrations. However, a third peak in the mixing region of the shear layer is 
observed (Figure 1). The asymmetry of this peak indicates the excess of high-speed fluid 
species in the mixing core of the layer. Furthermore, experimental measurements show that 
the functional form of the pdf (including the position of the third peak) changes very little as 
the mixing layer is transversed. 
Calculations based on a modeled pdf transport equation by Givi et aL[H] do not predict the 
shape of the pdf consistent with experimental observations. The predicted results indicate 
that the location of the pdf peak, with respect to the concentration coordinate, changes as the 
layer is transversed. The major reason for this discrepancy is due to the shortcomings 
associated with the gradient diffusion modeling of the turbulent flux of the pdf. It has been 
mentioned by Givi et aL]14] that in a mixing layer the inner turbulent region is often 
interrupted by the presence of irrotational surrounding flow. Therefore, a simple gradient 
diffusion assumption, which is a reasonable model for fully turbulent flows, would not be 
expected to result in plausible predictions in a highly intermittent flow such as the mixing 
layer. 
With direct numerical simulation, it is possible to simulate the mixing layer directly without 
any need for additional modeling, as is usually required if the equations are statistically 
averaged. The results of the direct numerical simulations can be analyzed in order to obtain 
useful statistical information about the important vector and scalar variables. Comparison of 
such statistical quantities with experimental data is very useful in obtaining a better 
understanding of the important physical phenomena that occur in turbulent flows. The 
probability density function of a conserved scalar is constructed directly from the flow fields 
generated by the direct numerical simulations. The following results ha.ve been obtained for 
10 
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the pre-transitional region of the mixing layer. 
The initialization of the mean flow and the velocity perturbation fields is consistent with the 
RUN R simulations reported by Metcalfe et aI.l17) The initial small amplitude random 
perturbations are superimposed on a mean hyperbolic tangent velocity proftle. These linear 
perturbations grow as time progresses, and, as a result, the initially smooth flow experiences a 
period of transition before it reaches a fully turbulent state. 
One way of determining whether the flow is in the pre- or post-transitional domain is to 
examine the growth of the vorticity thickness and the product thickness. Vorticity thickness 
is defined by 
Ow =-.M!... ( au) 
ay max 
The product thickness is a measure of the degree of mixing in the core of the mixing layer. 
One way of measuring the degree of mixing, experimentally, is to inject reactants on two sides 
of the mixing layer and measure the amount of product resulting from the chemical reaction 
between the two reactants. The reactants selected must have very fast chemical kinetics 50 
that the amount of product formed is proportional to the amount of mixing. In such a system, 
the product thickness is defined by 
1 00 
6p = -- J C,tly (CB)oo -00 
where Cp is the concentration of product and (CB)oo refers to the concentration in one of the 
streams. 
Experimental evidence(18) indicates that, before mixing transition, both product thickness and 
vorticity thickness increase in the streamwise direction, while the ratio between the two 
remains more or less constant until the transitional point. Beyond this point, there is an 
abrupt increase in product formation and, therefore, a sharp increase in the ratio of the 
product thickness to the vorticity thickness. In one simulation, the product thickness and the 
11 
vorticity thickness, as well as the ratio between the two, are calculated directly from the 
instantaneous velocity and scalar fields. The product concentration is calculated by 
employing a fast chemistry model (flame sheet approximation(13). This approximation relates 
the product concentration to the concentration of a conserved Shvab-Zeldovich scalar 
variable. 
A plot of the normalized product thickness, normalized vorticity thickness, and the ratio 
between the two is presented as a function of time in Figure 2. Note that both thicknesses 
increase while the ratio between the two remains constant. At the time of t· = 160, boundary 
effects become important, so this calculation was not continued beyond this point. The flow 
at this time is still in the pre-transitional mixing region, since there has not been a sharp 
increase in the ratio of the product thickness to the vorticity thickness. 
The probability density function of a conserved scalar variable at the time of t· = 160 is 
presented in Figure 3. The instantaneous free stream value of the concentration is equal to 
zero in the top stream and equal to 1 in the bottom stream. Analysis of this figure suggests 
that the mechanism of mixing before mixing transition is fairly simple in that the fluid across 
the shear layer width is essentially composed only of the fluid originating from the two 
streams. The experimental measurements of Koochesfahani(16) also show the same behavior 
for the pdf in the pre-transitional region. In this region, the fluid is either from the top stream 
or from the bottom stream, and strong mixing has not yet occurred. 
5.2 Simulations on Larger Domains 
In an attempt to carry the above simulations beyond the mixing transition regime, some 
studies were made as to the feasibility of reinitializing the code at the pre-transition point but 
on a larger domain. The basic procedure involved doubling the size of the computational 
domain in all three dimensions. The regions above and below the mixing layer were extended 
uniformly based on the values of the computational variables at the top and bottom 
boundaries. In the streamwise and spanwise directions, the periodicity length was doubled 
and the initial data were prescribed by retaining only alternate data points in the original 
calculation but repeating the sequence twice. Both calculations were then continued in time 
12 
so that they could be compared. 
Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional perspective plot of the species concentration field CB at a 
time of /- = 90. This is after the first pairing and at the beginning of the second pairing on a 
domain of side 811". The state of this field at /- = 120 is shown in Figure 5, at which time the 
second pairing is taking place. The corresponding plots for the larger 1611" domain are shown 
in Figures 6 and 7. This computation is then carried on further to /- = 150 as shown in 
Figure 8. 
While the perspective plots indicate strong similarities between the. original and expanded 
simulations, a mote quantitative analysis can be undertaken by examining the evolution of 
some of the low-order modes in the two simulations. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the 
energies in the mean flow and the second and third subharmonics for the original simulation. 
Note that the second subharmonic (ESH2 ) saturates by about / - = 80, while the third 
subharmonic saturates by about t - = 130. The behaviors of these modes in the simulations on 
the expanded domain from t - = 90 to t - = 150 are shown in Figure 10. Note that while there 
are some differences, the basic trends are similar, especially considering the fact that 
boundary effects are becoming significant in the original run by / - = 150. 
Based on these simulations, this grid expansion technique appears to have significant potential 
as a tool to further the study of reacting mixing layer dynamics well into the mixing transition 
regime. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
This contract research work has provided the first major applications of the direct numerical 
simulation approach to reacting flows. In the first place, the possibility of employing high-
resolution spectral numerical methods to reacting flows was examined and shown to be 
feasible through a series of test calculations. That the retention of the critical superalgebraic 
convergence property of spectral methods was possible when applied to the simulation of 
moderately fast reactions in a mixing layer undergoing nonlinear vortex pairing was 
demonstrated quantitatively. The three-dimensional simulations showed the relative 
importance of secondary instabilities in the flow and the role they have in mixing 
enhancement. Comparisons of the results of these simulations of a fully turbulent flow with 
experiments and self- similarity theory showed excellent agreement on a number of statistical 
quantities, especially considering that there were no adjustable parameters or ad hoc constants 
in the model. 
The extension of this work to the more complex case with heat release was successfully 
undertaken. Initial simulations, involving the pairing of large-scale, two-dimensional vortical 
structures in the mixing layer, showed that heat release can have a strongly stabilizing effect 
on the flow, in agreement with laboratory experiments. An analysis of these and later three-
dimensional simulations showed that this stabilization was due to both linear and nonlinear 
effects. The thermal expansion tends to reduce the growth rates of the unstable modes in a 
laminar mixing layer, as does the reduction in Reynolds stress production and generation of 
baroclinic torques in the nonlinear regime .. 
The principal advantages of the direct numerical simulation approach include the following: 
the flow can be examined in detail, since all quantities are known at each point in space and 
time; parameters can be easily varied and experimental conditions are easily controlled; large-
scale structures are directly computed. The main disadvantage is in the limited spatial and 
temporal resolution available. For reacting turbulent flows at realistic Reynolds and 
Damkohler numbers, it is often necessary to include a subgrid-scale ffiodel. The development 
of accurate subgrid-scale models for sueh simulations [often referred to as large eddy 
simulations (LES) to distinguish them from the unmodeled full turbulence simulations (FTS)] 
14 
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is one of the most critical issues that needs to be addressed in order to extend the power of 
these methods to more practical situations. Present subgrid-scale modeb for non reacting flows 
rely on hypotheses regarding the nonlinear cascade of energy from large to small scales an4 
the universality of motion at high wave numbers. For large Damkohler numbers, heat release 
and other chemical reaction effects could significantly modify such behavior. Thus, the 
development of accurate, physically derived subgrid-scale models is a very challenging task. 
One particularly promising approach is the application of renormalization group methods.l10) A 
more detailed comparison of the various approaches to the simulation of reacting turbulent 
flows is given in a paper by Jou and Riley.l20) 
The simulations performed in this research work indicate that while there are limitations on 
Reynolds number and Damkohler number, important aspects of the physics are being properly 
represented and that the velocity and concentration fields being generated by these 
simulations provide a useful source of information about the dynamics of the reacting flow. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of measured and calculated pdrs of a normalized conserved scalar (the 
mixture fraction, e) at points across the mixing layer. The similarity coordinate, 'I' , is the ratio 
of the cross-str~am coordinate divided by the downstream distance from the virtual origin of 
the mixing layer. These pdrs represent conditions at a distance of ~ 15 cm from the virtual 
origin. 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional perspective plot of species concentration field CB at t· = 90 on 
87r domain. 
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Figure S. Three-dimensional perspective plot of species concen~ration field CB at t· = 120 on 
811' domain. 
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional perspective 'plot of species concentration field CB at t· = 90 on 
16", domain. 
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Figure 7. Three-dimensional perspective plot of species concentration field C
B 
at t· = 120 on 
1671" domain. 
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Figure 8. Three-dimensional perspective plot of species concentration field C B at t • = 150 on 
1611" domain. 
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APPENDIX A 
DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF A REACTING 
MIXING LAYER WITH CHEMICAL HEAT RELEASE 
P.A. McMurtry*, W.-H. Jou,** 
J.J. Rileyt, and R.W. Metcalfett 
Flow Industries, Inc. 
Kent, Washington 
Abstract 
In order to study the couplina between chemic. I 
he.t relea.e .nd fluid dyn.mic •• ve have performed 
direct numeric.l aimul.tion. of • chemic.lly react-
ina aixing l.yer vith heat rele •• e. We hive treated 
the fully compre •• ible equation •• 1 veil ••• n .p-
proxiaate let of equation. that ia .Iymptotic.lly 
~.lid for lov Hach number flov.. The.e latter 
equation. have the comput.tional .dvantage that hiSh 
frequency .cou.tic w.ve. h.ve been filtered out. 
allowing auch larger time Itep' to be taken in the 
numerical .olution procedure. A det.iled derivation 
of the.e equation •• long with an outline of the 
numeric.l lolution technique il eiven. Simul.tion 
re.ult. indic.te that the rate of chemic.l product 
formed. the thickne.s of the mix ina l.yer. and the 
amount of ma.a entrained into the l.yer all decre •• e 
with increaaing rate. of heat rele •• e. 
Nomenclature 
Ci - molar concentration of ith chemic. 1 Ipeeie. 
Ce - nondimen.ionll heat relea.e parameter 
Cv - Ipecific heat at eon.tant volume 
»a - ».mkolher number 
e - internal energy 
Lo - vavelength of fund.mental perturbation mode 
M - Mach number 
p - prellure 
pO thermodynamic pre •• ure 
pi dynamic pre •• ure 
p 
- dimen.ionle •• heat lource 
Pe - Peclet number 
1 - heat flux Yector 
Q - rate of heat relea.e 
Ii 
Ie 
t 
T 
U 
'Y 
- rate of reaction of ith ehemical Ipeein 
~ 
t 
y 
£ 
P 
- leynold. number 
- time 
- temperature . 
- velocity difference acroll 
- aalnitude of velocity 
- velocity vector 
- pe.ition vector 
- r.tio of apecific he.tl 
- lK2 
- den.ity 
aidnl layer 
T - atre •• ten.or 
1. Introduction 
The development of .ccur.te combultion DOdell 
relie. on under.t.ndinl DOre fully the fund.ment.l 
inter.ction. among the thermal. chamical •• nd fluid 
*Crlduate Student. Mechanie.l Enlineerinl. 
Uniyer.ity of W •• hinston 
*. Senior le.earch Scienti.t. "ember AlAA 
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dynamical proce •• e. in reactinl flov .y.tems. T~~ 
work reported here i. directed at .tudying the 
interaction. betveen ehemie.l he.t relea.e .nd 
fluid dynamic •• one of the le •• t under.tood •• pects 
of combu.tion. To achieve thi. purpo.e we h.ve 
performed direct numerical oimulationl of • tvo-
dimen.ional. tempor.lly crowing aixinl l.yer. 
including a .insle .tep. irrever.ible chemical 
reaetion betveen initially unmixed chemical .pecies. 
The ide. of direet numerical .imul.tion. i. to u.e 
~ery aceur.te .nd efficient numerical method. to 
.olye the loveming equation. for the det.iled time 
evolution of·the comple~ flow field. The .ppe.l of 
thi. method i. th.t no clo.ure modelling il necel-
•• ry .nd the complete flow field ia known .t every 
in.tant ao thlt .ny at.ti.tic.l qu.ntitie. of 
intere.t may be eomputed. The .. in di •• dvantage of 
thia method i. the limited range of Ipati.l .nd 
temporal Icale. th.t c.n be re.olved. re.tricting 
.ccurate numeric.l re.olution to moder.te Reynolds 
numberl. No turbulence or tr.n.port modelling ha. 
been .ttempted. limitinl our Itudy to the l.rge 
.c.le featurel of the fluid aotion. Bovever. the 
l.rle-Ic.le motion. pl.y • lignific.nt role in the 
evolution of a aixing l.yer .nd do not depend 
Itronlly on the leynoldl numberl. 
Previou. direet numerie.l I~l.tion. of .n 
incompre •• ible re.cting aixing l.yer vithout heat 
relea.e2 focu.ed on how the turbulent flow field 
affect. chemic.l re.ction r.te.. Thil work has 
civen phy.ic.l inlight into how the vortex rollup 
.nd three-dimenlional turbulence .ffect the ehemi-
e.l re.ction. Furthermore. from comparilon of 
limulation re.ult. with l.boratory d.t •• thi. work 
h ••• 110 led to incrl •• ed eonfidence in the .ppli-
c.tion of the direct numerical .iaul.tion methodo-
10lY to this cia •• of problem.. Bowever. because 
no heat wa. relea.ed. the chemical reaction was a 
pa •• ive proce •• and did not influence the fluid 
motion. In. reacting flow with heat release. the 
dynamie. of the fluid motion ere coupled with the 
chemical reaction throuch the nonhODOleneou. den-
aity diltribution c.u.ed by the theraal expansion. 
Tbe work pr •• ented here attemptl to include coupling 
betv.en the chemic.l re.ction. tbe beat r.l.a.e •• nd 
the flov fi.ld. 
To aceomplilh thil loal. one .. y proceed to 
lolve the compr"lible R.vier-Stoke. equ.tion with 
beat production. tocether witb tbe lpeciel tr.n.port 
equation.. Thil .et of equationl contain the ~orti­
city. entropy .nd acaultic .odel fro= the lineari&ed 
dilturbance point of ~iew.3 In aany pr.ctical 
c ••••• th •• e .ode. are of Ir •• tly different fre-
qu.ncy. P.rticul.rly. for low lublonic fluid 
aotion. the .coultie ~ode. are in frequency band. 
much hicher than the other tvo model. Since the 
frequency of th •• e aDde. il hilh. the .couatic 
fluctultion. do not inter.ct effectively with either 
the vortieity Dode or the entropy mode. From the 
comput.tional point of view. tr.cking the .cou.tic 
fluctation. r.quire. extremely ameli time Iteps. 
thus decrea.inl the effieiency of the comput.tion 
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a. far as the vortex/entropy dynamic. are concerned. 
For the.e realon., we have derived a aet of ap-
proximate equation. a.ymptotically valid for amall 
Klch llUl:lbu flowa. Thi; derivAtion h liven in 
Section 2. 
In Section 3, a numerical lolution procedure to 
.olve the governing equation. il outlined. The 
difference. between the .ethod u.ed here and 
.imiler lolution techniquea for un.ready, imeom-
pre •• ible fluid flov. are pointed out. 
Altbough a turbulent mixing layer i. inherently 
tbree-dimen.ion.l, the two-dimen.ional limulationi 
di.cu •• ed bere reveal important information about 
lome of tbe domin.nt f.ature.. Laboratory .xperi-
.. nt. bave Ihovn tbat, at lea.t in it •• arly Itage., 
tbe aixins layer i. dominated by larse-acale, two-
dimen.ional vortice., with the Irovth of the layer 
domin.ted by tbe pairing of tbe.e vortice •• 4 Tvo-
dimen.ional .imulation. bave been abovn to accur-
ately portray the characteri.tic large-.cale rollup 
and vortex pairing proce •• of aixing layer •• 5 
Implication. of heat relea.ing chemi.try on thi. 
procel' can thul be meaningfully addre •• ed with 
two-dimen.ional .imul.tionl. In Section 4, .imula-
tion re.ult. with and without heat relea.ing 
chemi.try are prelented. 
2. Lov HAch Number Approximation 
Detailed numericil .olution. to leneral combu.-
tion proce •• e. are prohibited by exce •• ive computer 
.torage requirement. and unacceptable computational 
expen.e. Thi. re.ult. in part from the wide range 
of time and .pace .cale. pre.ent in reactins flov 
probleml. For example, accurate relolution of .teep 
Iradient. of reacting .pecie ... y require a Irid 
.p.cing order. of .. gnitude finer than that nece.-
.ary to re.olve other characteri.tic flov .truc-
ture.. Similarly, time Icale. characterizing acou.-
tie v.ve prop.gation may be order. of .. gnitude 
emaller than time .cale. characterizing convection 
proce •• e.. It i. thil la.t problem to which atten-
tion i. directed here. 
The exi.tence of high frequency acou.tic vave. 
place. a .evere re.triction on the time .tepping 
increment. u.ed to numerically advance the fully 
compre •• ible equation. in time. To deal vith thi. 
difficulty an approximate .et of equation. ha. been 
derived for low Hach number flow.. The.e equation. 
bave the computational advantase that acou.tic 
vlve. have been filtered out, relieving the above 
.entiened time .tlpping conltraint. Bowever. at 
the .&1IIe time they aUow dlndly nonunifofllliti .. 
re.ulting from heat relea.e to develop. In the 
following. ve have .tarted from the exact ,oveming 
equation.. Iy u.ing a ... 11 Mach DUmber expan.ion. 
a .et of ordered approximate equation. i. obtained. 
A .et of criteria on other Don-di .. n.ional para-
aeter. for the problem can al.o be obtained for the 
applicability of the .pproxi .. tion. The approach 
u.ed i •• imilar to that of aehm and laum,6 who 
derived approximate equation. for buoyantly driven 
flow. with .low heat addition. Application of 
limilar equationl in .ub.onic reaetins flow. bave 
been di.eu •• ed by Oran and lori. 7• although the 
di.tinction between the lowe.t order pre •• ure and 
the fir.t order pre •• ure WI. not pointed out. Thi. 
di.tinetion i. e •• ential in both a theoretical 
framework and the D~rical procedure. . 
Governing Equations 
The con.ervation equations of ilia •• , momentum, 
energy, and chemical .pecie. may be written in the 
following form. 
an + ~ + V'(pv) - 0 (la) 
+ 
Dv -P -- - - Vp + V·t (lb) Dt 
D + + - + p -- E - - V'Cpv) - V'q + V·Ct·y) + Q Clc) Dt 
ac. + 
~ + V'CCiv) - Ii + V'(DiVCi ) • (ld) 
vhere 
I 2 Z-e+'2 v 
In a ~rfect sa. in which the molecular weights of 
the individual .pecie. are approximately equ.l, the 
equation of atate i. 
p - pRT Cle) 
The variable. are .caled by their re.pective refer-
ence quantities a. 
p - p p' o 
; - u;· 
o 
p - CP IT )p' o 0 
e - CC T )e' v 0 
Q - Q P (2) o 
-:-L-:' o 
L 
t - ~ t' U 
o 
In (2). the priaed variable. are dimen.ionle •• and 
the .ub.cripted variable. refer to the reference 
Itate. The re.ulting noodi .. n.ional equation., 
vith the prime. DOV dropped from the diaenlionle'l 
"ariabl .. , are 
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ir + Vo(~) - 0 (3a) 
2 ~ ...... 2_ 
lM p -- - - Vp + ~ Vot Dt Ie 
D + I + p -- Z - - V'CCy-l)pv) - ---- V'q Dt 'rae 
+ CX-~!XH2 (v.ci.;» + CeP 
ac. + 1 2 ~ + V'(Ci ,,) - Da Ii + p; V Ci 
p - pT 
122 E - T + '2 yCy-l) H v • 
(3b) 
(3c) 
(3d) 
C3e) 
To clole thil IYltem of equationl the following 
conltitutive relationl .ult be provided 
Ii • Ri(Ci,T) 
P·P(R.) 
1 
q • q(VT) 
- - .. t • t(Vv) 
. Pr, Ie, Da, and Pe are the Prandtl, leynoldl, 
Damkbbler, and Peclet numberl, reapectively. The 
parameter Ce'ia liven by 
Qo Lo Ce· UPCT 
00 v 0 
For the validity of the low Mach number approxima-
tion, Qo .uat be reatricted luch that Ce • 0(1). 
If Ce » I, large velocitieawill be aenerated by 
the combuation, and the low Mach number approxima-
tion viii not be valid. 
Small Mach Number Expanaion 
Defining [ • YH2 and aaauming that [ «I, the 
dependent variablea may be expanded aa power aeriea 
in [: ' 
p • p(O) + [pel) + 
~ • ~(O) + ~(l) + 
P • p(O) + [p(l) + 
T • T(O) + £T(l) + 
Ci • c~O) + [C~l) + ••• 1 1 
Subatituting equationa (4) in (3) and collecting 
the zeroth order terms in [ reaulta in the 
following loveat order equationa: 
!e.(0) [ (0) "'(0)1 
at + V· P v J. 0 
Vp(O) • 0 
(0) 
p(O) _D_ T(O) • _ (,""1)p(O)v.~(O) 
Dt 
+ ___ 1_ V'y(O) • CeP 
PrRe 
ac(O) ] 
i + v.[c(O)+(O) • D I + 1- v2c(0) ~ i v a i Pe i 
p(O) • P(O)T(O) • 
(4) 
(Sa) 
(5b) 
(5c) 
(Sd) 
(Se) 
It il obaerved from thia laat let of equltiona that 
the .omentum equation haa decenerated to deacIi,e 
the variation of the thermodynamic preaaure pO. Tf ~omplete the daacription of the velocity field, 
~ 0 • the firlt order .omentum aquation .uat be 
iDeluded and ia aiven aa 
p(O) D(O)~(O). _ Vp(l) + 1- Vo~O) 
Dt ,Re (Sf) 
It Ihould be noted that all dependent variablel 
appear only to loweet order except prellure. in 
which both ptO) and pel) appear. The luperr8fiptl 
will now be dropped except to diltinguiah p and 
pl. The loweat order .omentum equation limply 
Itatea that in the firat approximation the thermo· 
dynemic pre •• ure, p(O). il conatant in Ipace but 
may vary with time. In thia approximation the 
lound apeed i. infinite 10 that any diaturbance. in 
thermodynamic prellure cauaed by combuation are 
felt inatantaneoualy throughout(t~e fluid. For 
combu.tion in an open domain, pO. p~ and the 
combultion i. a con.tant prelaure procell. p 1) il 
the dynamic pre. lure aa.ociated with the fluid flow 
and, to the lowelt order. doe. not participate in 
thermodynamic procelae •• 
The.e equation. may be Ita ted in an alternate 
form that prove a to be telpful in Obtaining numeri-
cal lolutiona. 'Equationa (Sa) and (Sc) can be 
combined to live 
.. 1 
V·v· -:-lOY 
'YP 
[
.. (0) oJ 
.l!:.S -~ + CeP PrRe dt (6) 
In a cloaed domain with adiabatic valla or in a 
domain with periodic boundary condition •• equation 
(6) can be integrated to live 
dp(O). __ 1_ f'" ((cep dV (7) 
dt volume J J ' 
Under theae condition. the combuation ia a conatant 
volume procel. and the pre.aure in a cloled domain 
increaae. due to the rate of chemical energy re-
lea.ed in the chamber. Equationa (6) and (7) are 
u.ed to replace equation. (Sb) Ind (Sc). Civing the 
final aet of equation.. Note that if the heat 
relea.e term. , • O. then Vot • 0 and theae equa-
tiona reduce to tho.e of a Itrictly.incompre'lible 
fluid. 
3. Numerical Solution Procedure 
Equationa (Sa) Ind (Sf) may be written in the 
following form: 
!e. ..... 
at • pV·v + voVp • 0 
~ (~) • - Vp(l) • A(x) 
(8) 
(9) 
Here A(x) repreaent. the vilcoua Ind convective 
component a of the aomentum equation. The local 
denaity ia obtained by aubatituting equation (6) 
into (8) and advancing the denaity ahead in time 
uling a aecond order Ad .. a-Iaahforth time Itepping 
Ichama. The chemical Ipeciel equation. Ire al.o 
lolved uaing In Adama-Bllhforth Icheme. All 
Ipatial derivitivea are computed uaing paeudo-
Ipectral .. thodl. The ~relaure and velocity 
componenta are obtained by aolving equation (9) in 
two atage.. rir.t equation (9) il advanced to an 
intermediate time Itep neglecting prel.ure effectl: 
p~* • ~l + lit [I Ahc)n - ! A(X)n-l]. (10) 
- -, 
The remaining prelaure term aivel: 
(pY)n.l _ (ev)* (1) n+l/2 
~;":"'~t:.-t-:'=~ • - Vp (11 ) 
Note that adding equation. (10) and (11) relultl in 
a aecond order accurate finite difference approxima-
tion to the time derivative of~. Taking the 
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divergence of equation (11) give. the following 
Poi •• on equation for prellure: 
2 (1)0+1/2 V'(ev)o+l - Vo(PV)* 
-V p • ~t (12) 
Since we are treating a Ipatially periodic problem 
in thil work (lee sfcfion 4), .quation (12) ia 
.alily aolved for p 1 by taking the Fourier trana-
fOff of .quation (12), aolving for the tranaform of 
p\l , and then tranaforming b.ck to phyaic.l apace. 
The velocit! component a are obtained by uaing thia 
•• 1ue of p ) in .quation (11). Thia aethod ia aim-
ll.r to numeric.l aolution technique. for the incom-
pre •• ible, un.teady, Ravie~Stoke •• qu.tion. aa out-
lined by Peyret and Taylor. The important differ-
.nce ia that the den.i~ i. not con.tant and an ap-
proxiaation for Vo(~) 1 .u.t be obtained directly 
from equ.tion (Sa) u.ing computed v.lue. of pn+l, 
pn, and ~n~!lto give. aecond order accurate .ati-
ute to~. 
4. Si~ulation Re.ult. 
In thi. lection we dilcul. aome preliminary 
re.ult. of our numerical aimulation. of the temporal 
development of a chemically reacting mixing layer 
vith heat release. The computational domain i. a 
rectangle vith 64 x 64 .qu.lly apaced grid point •• 
The flow i. a •• umed periodic in the atreamvi.e 
direction and free-.lip, impermeable boundary condi-
tion. are employed at the tran.ver.e boundary. The 
initialic.tion of the flow field i. the aame a. 
u.ed by Riley and Ketcalfe2 in their two-dimen.ion.l 
ai.ul.tion. of an incompre.aible reacting mixing 
l.yer vithout heat rele •• e. Namely, the velocity 
field v •• initi.liced vith a hyperbolic t.ngent pro-
file, and perturb.tion. corre.ponding to the mo.t 
un.t.ble .ode .nd it. aubh.rmonic •• determined from 
line.r at.bility theory9. The chemic.l re.ctant 
concentration. vere .et .a follov.: 
y 
• 1 el(x,o) • ~ f 2 2 exp(-~ /yo)dt 
-
• e2(x,o) - 1 - e1 
We .re treating a con.tant volume combu.tion proceaa 
and the chemical raaction .tudied here ia a aingle 
atep, irrever.ible r.action. 
e l + e2 + Product + Be.t 
The r •• ction r.te ia taken to be a function only of 
the re.ctant concentr.tlon. and ia not temperature 
dependent. Although ve loae ao.e i8portant phyaical 
f.aturea of re.l reacting flowa with thia aimplifi-
c.tion, WI are able to atudy detail a of the .ff.cta 
of beat raleaae on the dynamic a of r.acting flowa. 
All ai.ulation. vere run at a aeynolda nUDher 
of 250, Pee let number of 100, and a »aakbbler nUDher 
of 1.5. Uaing the low Hach number approximation 
(LHA), three different ca.e. have been run for dif-
f.rent value. of the h.at rel ••• e parameter. C" to 
atudy the effect. of heat r.l.a.e on the flow. In 
addition, computer aimul.tion. involving the aolu-
tion to the exact. fully comprea.ible (Fe) .quation. 
have baen performed to examine the validity of the 
low Hach number approximati~n and the range of heat 
relea.e over Which the approxim.te equ.tiona viii 
produce accurate relultl. 
The v.lidity of the low Hach number .pproxi-
mation in the p.raQeter range of the .imulations 
di.cu •• ed here ha. been te.ted by aolving the exact, 
fully compre •• ible .quation. (equation. 3a - 3f) 
for a reacting mixing layer with • Hach number of 
0.2. Only a .ingle rollup of the fundamental mode 
va. computed bec.uae of the exce •• ive computational 
co.t. a •• ociated with the aolution of the fully com-
pre.aible equation.. V~rticity contoura obtained 
from aolution. of the ex.ct and approximate equa-
tion. are comp.red in Pig. 10 Although acou.tic 
wavea propagate throughout the flow field, they 
apparently bave nO influence on the vorticity 
dynamic.. The pre •• ure field, plotted in Fig. 2 
ahow. the .vidence of acou.tic v.ve.. The.e 
acou.tic vave. h.ve a frequency .uch Ire.ter than 
the hydrodynamic frequency, ao th.t aa .entioned 
.arlier, the hydrodyn.mic. cannot r.apond to the 
acouatic fluctuation., indicating th.t only pre.-
aure aver.ged over acou.tic period. ia important. 
Fig •• 3 and 4 are contour plota of the product 
concentr.tion in the re.cting mixing layer for runs 
1 .nd 3. The only diff~rence in the.e two aim-
ul.tion. ia the amount of heat relea.e (ee - 0, 
ee • 5), all other parametera being equ.l. The 
development of the layer into the nov videly recog-
niced l.rge coherent atructure. and the p.iring 
proce.a of the.e .tructure. ia clearly evident. 
The main difference ~b.erved in th •• e two ca.ea ia 
the amount of product formed. The effect of he.t 
relea.e h •• been to aimific.ntly reduce the amount 
of product produced in the layer. ·Concentration 
profile. averaged horicont.lly acro.a the layer .re 
ahown in Fig. 5 for run. 1, 2, and 3. Here ve .ee 
the reduction in product with the degree of heat 
relea.e. Aver.ged temperature profile. are di.-
played in Fig. 6. The thickneaa of the layer, 
ba.ed on the point .t Which either the average 
product or temper.ture .pproach free atream v.lue., 
ia aeen to remain approximately the aa .. , vith a 
po •• ible alight decr.a.e indicated. lec.uae of the 
decrea.e in den.ity c.u.ed by exothermic chemical 
reaction., the he.t r.lea.e and reaulting den.ity 
change. thua act to decr.a.e the rate of .... 
.ntrainment into the layer, aince the overall l.yer 
arowth i. approximately unchanged from the cold 
flow ca.e. Thi. ia in qualitative a,rement with 
the experimental finding. of Wallace O. who con-
ducted .n experiment.l atudy of .iKing layera that 
includad a chamical raaction with weak ha.t relea.e. 
Fi,. 7 ahova tbe cOBputed •• locity profilea 
acroa. the aiKing layer for run. 1. 2. and 3 at • 
time of t-24. The layer thicknea., aa defined by 
the point at Which the avera,e velocity attain. one 
half of the fr •• atra .. value, ia aeen to decrea.e 
vith incra.ain, haat r.le.... The intere.ting 
f.ature app.rent in theae plota ia the inflection 
point in the profile for the run. with heat relea'e. 
Thi. can be explained in t.rma of the vorticity 
dynamica. Por a two-dimen.ional .ixing layer the 
vorticity .quation Diy be writt.n aa 
• DW •• 1 1-Dt + wVov • ? (Vp x Vp) + le Vx(Vo't) 
The firat term on the right hand aide ia referred 
to a. the baroclinic torque and the aecond term on 
the left band aide repre.entl a change in vorticity 
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re.ulting from thermal .xpan.ion. In the .imul.-
tiona di.eu ••• d h.r. the .ction of the b.roclinic 
torque va. the .ain .ource of vorticity g.ner.tion. 
If there .r. no he.t .ource. pr •• ent in the flov, 
V·~ • 0 .nd p • conet.nt .0 that •• ide from dif-
fu.ion eff.ct., vorticity i. con.erv.d .long .tr •• m-
line.. Fig. 8 .hovi the vorticity contour •• t time. 
of t • 8, 16, .nd 24 for. r.acting .ixing l.yer 
vithout h.at r.l..... The vorticity i. of the .ame 
.ign throughout the flov fi.ld .nd the l.rge .cale 
.tructur •• of the flov are cle.rly app.r.nt. Th. 
vorticity field for. aixing l.yer vith he.t r.le •• e 
(run 3, C. • 5> i •• hown in Fig. 9. The h •• t 
r.lea.e h •• r •• ulted in the ,.n.r.tion of vorticity 
Which change •• ign .t the out.r .dge. of the l.y.r. 
Thi. indic.te •• chang. in the .ian of the v.locity 
,r.di.nt, i.e., an infl.ction point. Th'l.n.r.tion 
of vorticity i. c.u •• d .. inly by the .ction of the 
b.roclinic torque t.rm in the vorticity .quation. 
Thi. ve h.ve plotted in Fig. 10. A qu.lit.tive 
expl.n.tion for thi. complic.t.d looking plot i. a. 
follow.. The dir.ction of the pr ••• ure ,r.di.nt i. 
roughly r.dially outvard from the c.nt.r of the vor-
tex .tructure., .nd i. monotonic .cro •• the r.action 
front. The d.nlity gr.dient, howev.r, ch.nge •• ign 
aero •• the r.action front, r •• ulting in • change in 
aign of the baroclinic torque in the r •• ction zone. 
A. the l.yer roll. up, the re.ction zone become. 
highly di.tort.d, .nd the complic.ted atructur. of 
the baroclinic torque .hown in Fig. 10 r •• ult.t. 
Anoth.r .ffect of heat rel ••• e in r •• cting flov. 
viii gener.lly be to r.i.e the vi.co.ity, thu. 
lovering the Reynold. number. It c.n be .rgued th.t 
thi. viii tend to have a .t.bilizing effect on the 
flov. If the Reynold. number i. l.rge.nough the 
dyn.mic. of the aixing l.yer, however, do not d.pend 
.trongly on the Reynold. Dumber. In the .imulation. 
pre.ent.d her. the vi.co.ity h •• b.en held con.tant. 
In other flov configur.tion., Where the in.t.bility 
or other important featur •• of the flov .r. aore 
dependent on Reynold. number (for ex.mple, bound.ry 
layer flov.>, ignoring Reynold. number depend.nce 
could live quite ai.leading re.ult •• 
5. Concludon. 
The application of the .pproximate .et of .qu.-
tiona d.rived h.r. for lov Hach Dumber flov. h •• 
re.ult.d in •• i,nific.nt reduction in comput.r 
co.t. compared vith .olution.to the .x.ct, fully 
compr ••• ibl. equation. of action. The comput.r tia. 
De.d.d to integrate the lovemin, equ.tion. h •• b •• n 
reduc.d by a f.ctor of .pproxiaately IIH ulin, the 
lov H.ch Dumb.r .pproximation. Exc.ll.nt .,rea.ent 
with the exact .quation. h •• b.en obt.in.d for the 
c •••• pr •• ented in thi. p.p.r. 
Pr.li_inary .imul.tion r •• ult. in two .p.ti.l 
di.eD.ion. of • ch~ically r •• ctin, aixing l.y.r 
indic.te that the emount of .... entr.ined into the 
l.y.r i. r.duc.d •• the r.t. of h •• t r.l •••• in-
cr...... The thickne •• of the l.y.r i •• 1.0 r.duc.d 
Wh.n exoth.rmic ch •• ic.l r.action. occur. Thi. i. 
in qu.lit.tiv •• greement vith aixing l.yer experi-
Dent. vith low r.te. of h •• t r.le •• e. 
1 Thi. qu.litative picture b.nefit.d from. di.-
cu •• ion vith Profe •• or F. A. Willi ••• of Princeton 
Vniver.ity. 
The.e .imulation. demon.trate the .ffectiven." 
of the direct numerical .imul.tion approach ., a 
predictive tool in .tudying complex reacting flow6 
vith heat relea.e. An ext en. ion of thi. vork to 
three ,pltial dimenlionl .hould provide inlight 
into the aore complex problem of the interaction, 
betveen turbulenee .nd heat rele •• e in reaeting 
flova. 
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APPENDIX B 
HECHANISHS BY WHICH HEAT RELEASE AffECTS THE fLOW fIELD 
IN A CHEHICALLY REACTING. TURBULENT HIXING LAYER 
P.A. HcHurtry· and J.J. Riley·· 
University of Washington 
Seattle. Washington 
and 
R.W. Hetcalfet 
flow Research Company 
Kent. Washington 
Abstract 
The cechanisms by which heat releaae affecta the 
fluid dynamics in a turbulent reacting cixing layer 
are Itudied by direct numerical aimulation. In 
agreement with prell ious laboratory experimentl, the 
heat release is oblerved to lower the rate at Which 
the cixing layer grows and to reduce the rate at 
Which chemical products are formed. The baroclinic 
torque and thermal expansion in the cixing layer 
are Ihown to produce changes in the flame vortex 
Itructure that act to produce more diffuse vortices 
than in the constant density case, resulting in 
lower: rotation rates of fluid elements. Previously 
unexplained anomalies observed in the cean velocity 
profiles of reacting jets and mixing layers are 
shown to result from vorticity generation by 
baroclinic torques. The density reductionl also 
lower the generation rates of turbulent kinetic 
energy and the turbulent ahear Itresses, relulting 
in lesl turbulent mixing of fluid elements. 
Calculations of the energy in the various wave 
numbers Ihows that the heat release has a stabil-
izing effect on the growth rates of individual 
modes. A linear stability analysis of a simplified 
model problem confirms this, showing that low 
density fluid in the mixing region will result in a 
shift of the frequency of the unltable modes to 
lower wave numbers (longer wavelengths). The 
growth rates of the unstable modes decrease, 
contributing to the slower growth of the mixing 
layer. 
1. Ba ck gt" oilnd 
The interactions between chemical heat releale and 
fluid dynamics are one of the least under.tood 
a.pectl of chemically reacting fiowi. To increaae 
our predictive capability of reacting flowl and 
develop more reliable and efficient combustion 
codela there is a need to underltand more fully the 
fundamental physical procelles occurring in .uch 
flowi. In the work presented here the.e proceaae. 
are Itudied in a temporally growing mixing layer by 
the technique of direct numerical limulation. 
Many chemically reacting flowl are turbulent in 
nature and are characterized by large amolDltl of 
enerIY relelle, resulting in large density 
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changes. If the DatMoh ler number of the flow is 
ler ge (fas t chemis try), the reaction rate wi 11 be 
controlled by molecular diffusion and fluid 
dynamical mixing. Properly treating the turbulent 
behavior is then clearly an essential part of any 
predictive method for this type of flow. In a 
mixing layer, for example, product formation is 
augmented by Itretching and wrinkling of the reac-
tion zone. A highly strained flow field develops, 
which increases the area of the reaction interface 
and produces an inflow of. reactants to this inter-
face. For reactions that are accompanied by large 
amounts of heat release, the fluid dynamics of the 
flow will be coupled to the chemistry through the 
nonhomogeneous density field that results. The 
main objective of this work is to investigate the 
e ffe cts of exothermi c chemical reactions on the 
turbulent flow field and to expllin these observa-
tions by Hudying the basic physical mechanisms 
that are involved. 
To achieve this purpose, direct numerical simula-
tions of two- and three-dimensional chemically 
reacting mixing layers have been performed. An 
exothermic chemical reaction between initially 
unmixed chemical species is included. Numerical 
limulations can supplement laboratory experiments 
well and have the advantage that they can give much 
more information about the flow, lince the entire 
flow field is known at every time step. In 
particular, properties that are difficult or 
impossible to measure experimentally can easily be 
obtained and studied in the simulations. In 
addition, initial conditions are easily controlled, 
and flow field parameters can easily be varied to 
study their effect on the flow. Unfortunately, 
computer time and atorap,e requirementl limit full 
limulation to flowl with moderate Reynolds and 
Damkohler numbers. 
A mixing layer is formed when two initially 
leparated parallel flowing fluids of different 
velocitiu come into contact and mix (figure 1). 
This fairly aimple free .hear flow has been 
extens ively I tudied and has pro.len very uleful in 
understanding the nature of turbulent flows. Lab-
oratory experiments have Ihown that, at least in 
ita early .tages. the mixing layer is dominated by 
large-Icale, quali-tvo-dimenlional vortices ,I 
with the growth of the mixing layer dominated by 
the pairing of theae vortices. 2 Two-dimensional 
limulations have been shown to accurately portray 
the characteri8t~c larg~ Icale-rollup and vortex-
pairing proce... Implications of heat releasing 
chemistry on this process can thus be meaningfully 
addrelled with two-dimensional simulations. 
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However, since all turbulent flows are inherently 
three-dimensional, lome potentially important 
physics wi11 be lost by restricting the airrulations 
to two spatial dimensions. For example, aecondary 
ihstabilities can develop :i"r.~ 8~rear:r.lise vortices 
or "ribs"/' which can inc ... ea~ ;rixing and enhance 
product formation. Three-dimensional aimulations 
are necessary to study this type of behavior and to 
realistically trea t the turbulent behav ior of the 
flow. 
A large amount of work in the area of turbulent 
reacting flows has been directed at trying to 
understand the effecta of the fluid dynamics on 
mixing and on reaction rates. A number of 
experiments have been performed on chemica11y-
reacting constant density mixing layers to atudy 
the process of mixing and entrainment. 5- 9 In 
these experilDents the chemistry had no influence on 
the development of the Velocity field due to the 
amall amount of heat released. The results of 
these atudies consistently showed that chemical 
reaction products were concentrated in large, 
apanwise-coheren t structures that, a t leas t ini-
tially' dominate the turbulent transport. In 
addition, 'three-dimensional effects are present and 
can be important. Breidenthal6 notes a signifi-
cant increase in product formation rate coinciding 
with the development of three-dimensional motions 
in the flow. 
Prev ious direct numer ical s illJJlations of an 
incOl:1pressible reacting mixing layer lO focussed 
on how the turbulent flow field affects the 
chemical reaction rate. This work has given 
physical insight into how vortex ro11up and 
three-dimens ional turbulence a ffec t the chemical 
reaction. Furthermore, comparisons of these 
aimulations with laboratory data have led to an 
increased confidence in the application of the 
direct numerical simulation methodology to this 
class of problems. 
Effects of heat release in turbulent reacting 
mixing layers have been studied experimenta1ly by 
Wallace ll and Hermanson. 12 Wallace utilized a 
nitric oxide - ozone reaction to attain temperature 
rises of 4000K. Hermanson used a hydrogen - fluorine 
reaction to produce temperature rises to 940oK. 
Large-scale structures were observed to persilt 
ewer these temperature ranges. The results that 
were obtained in these experiments all indicated 
that the heat release resulted in a Blower growth 
rate of the layer and a decrease in the total 
amount of mass entrained into the layer. Hermanlon 
auggested that the decrease in mau entrainment 
could be attributed to a reduction in the turbulent 
ahear atrelles that 101&1 oblerved in the high heat 
release experiments. In both aets of experimentl 
the atreamwise preslure gradienta were amall. 
Hermanlon performed additional experiments while 
impoling a favorable strealllliae prellure gradient. 
These experiments ahowed an additional thinning of 
the layer. 
HcMurtry et al.l3 performed direct numerical 
aimulations of a two-dimensional temporally growing 
mixing layer that included effectl of chemical heat 
release. A low Mach nullber approximation waa uaed' 
which allowed them to study the effectl of denlity 
changes while eliminating the numerical atability 
requirements for computing the high frequency 
acoustic waves. Qualitative agreement with the 
experimental results of Wallace and Hermanlon wal 
obtained. 
Higher heat release experilDents have been performed 
by Keller and Daily.14 Cold premixed reactants 
carried in a high velocity stream were ignited by 
hot, low density combustion products which werE-
carried in a low speed stream. Results were 
reported for a range of equivalence ratios. In 
these experiments a large, favorable pressure 
gradien texis ted in the a treallllise direction and 
the reaction was not diffusion limited. The mixing 
layer thickneSl was obaerved to increase with 
increasing heat release, a result different from 
what Hermanson and Wallace reported in their 
experiments with a diffusion limited reaction and 
an initially uniform freestream density. The 
thickening of the layer with heat release was 
attributed to downstream acceleration of the low 
apeed, low density fluid. Large scale, two-dimen-
aional vortices were again observed to persist over 
all hea t release ranges. 
Two-dimensional numerical sillJJlations of combustion 
at a rearward facing ate~ performed by Hsiao et 
al.15 and Ghoniem et al. 6 gave qualitative 
agreement with similar experiments l7 • 
Chorin'slB random vortex method was used and 
expansion effects due to heat release were modeled 
by a set of distributed volume lources. 
Visual studies of diffusion flames in jets l 9-2l 
have shown that the existence of flames (heat 
release) retards the transition from laminar to 
turbulent flows. More recent turbulence measure-
ments 22 ,23 show lower turbulence levels near the 
je t exi t in je ts wi th flames and an increase in 
turbulence downstream. Velocity profiles jre 
ateeper in the heat release runs and Yule2 
repor ts humps (i.e., more than one inflection 
point) in the profiles that are not seen in the 
cold jets. Also, the frequencies of the most 
energetic instabilities (vortices at the fuel-air 
interface) were observed to decrease as heat 
release increased. 
Some theoretical work performed by Marble and 
Broadwell24 and Karagozian25 is helpful in inter-
preting the results of our simulations. Marble and 
Broadwell atudied the deformation of a constant 
density diffusion flame by turbulent motions. 
Karagozian examined the deformation of laminar 
diffusion flames in the flow field of two- and 
three-dimenaional vortex structures, and aho 
atudied the effects of heat release on a laminar 
diffusion flame interacting with an invbcid 
vortex. The pre.ence of density change. in the 
core cauled the entire flow field to be shifted 
radially outward. The braids, or "flame arms" of 
the vortex were thua translated to a region of 
lower total atraining (further from the point where 
the vortex waa impoled), reducing the rate at which 
reactantl were conlumed by the flame. The effect 
of the reduction of the density in the core of the 
vortex atructurea vaa ahown to reduce the rate at 
which reactants are conaumed by the flame. 
These previous itll1e&tigationa have shown that there 
can be a very significant influence of combustion 
on the velocity field in reacting flows. The 
objective of the work presented in thb paper is to 
uae the simulation results to understand the mech-
anbms that produce these oblerved heat release 
effects. 
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The Temporally Developing Mixing Layer 
The .imulation results di.cuSled here are of a 
tecporally growing mixing layer \/hich is t .. k.en to 
be statistically hom.1geneous in the Itrer.." "E. (x) 
and .panwise (z) directiona. Thi. i. not the aame 
flow as the .patially developing layer that is 
usually Itudied experimentally, but is an approx-
imation if one follows the flow at the mean 
velocity. 1Iy. tudying a temporally growing layer, 
the requirement of lpecifying inflow-outflow 
boundary conditions, \/hich are difficult to 
correctly implement for the .patial layer, i • 
...,oided. In this work periodic boundary conditions 
are used in the homogeneous direction. and pseudo-
lpectral numerical methods are used to lolve the 
Boverning equation. of motion. (See Gottlieb and 
Orszag>l for a delcription of these methods.) 
There are ~ny dynamical features common to the two 
mixing layera,26 10 that a Itudy of a temporal 
mixing layer can reveal important in forma tion abou t 
the lpatial layer. Some of the differences between 
the two h...,e been pointed out by CorcOl and 
Sherman. 27 In the lpatially developing layer, 
eventl that occur downstream can induce changes in 
the flowfield upstream, whereas in the temporally 
developing layer, obviously no event can affect the 
flow at previous times. Also, the lpatially 
developing layer has no .ymmetries around any 
lpanvise axis 10 that entrainment rates of fluid 
into the layer from the two streams will not 
necessarily be the same. These points should be 
kept in mind \/hen comparing experiments to simula-
tions. For co-flowing mixing layers the differ-
ences be tween the two become Ima11 \/hen the 
parameter C-(UI-U2)/(Ul+U2) becomes lmall. Ul 
and U2 are the velocities on the high- and low-
.peed lides of the layer (figure 1). To address 
these differences, simulations of a lpatially 
growing layer ahoul d be per forlled. 
In the following lection, a aummary of the nUmer-
ical approach used is discussed. Selected results 
that illustrate lome of the effects of heat release 
on the flow are presented in lection 3. These 
effects are explained in lection 4 by Itudying 
different aspects of the flow including the turbu-
lent Ihear stress and turbulent kinetic energy 
diltribution, the vorticity dynamic., and Itability 
con.iderations. Se ction 5 lummar izes the resul tI 
and includes a discussion of how the different 
alpectl of the flow discusled in lection 4 are 
related. 
2. Methodology 
Performing numerical Itudies lpecifically directed 
at investigating the b .. ic interaction. between the 
chemiltry and the flow field call. for an approach 
in \/hich the b'lic phy.ical proce.lel are an 
inherent part of the methodology. The method ulld 
in thia work h termed direct numerical aimulation 
and involve. lolving the three-dimenaional, time-
dependent gcnerning equation. for the detailed 
developnent of the flow field. Thil method of 
atudying ~~rbulent flowl Wal developed by Ornag and 
Patterlon and firlt applied to homogeneous, 
ilotropic turbulence. This technique uaes no 
closure modeling and no aSiumption. pertaining to 
the turbulent beh...,ior of the fluid are made. 
However, due to finite computer re.ourcel, the 
range of temporal and .patial acales that can 
accurately be relolved i. limited. Thh limitation 
restricts these simulations to flows with moderate 
R.:!ynolds and Damkohler numbers, although a con-
lerved scalar approach can be used28 to treat the 
limit of infinite Dameohler number. At the present 
tille, direct numerical simulations hINe been 
limited to fairly simple geometries and are used 
only in research applications. These applica-
tions mainly consist of trying to understand the 
physics of simple flows with the idea that the 
information obtained can then be applied to 
predicting the behINior of more complicated flows. 
Direct numerical .imulations hINe been used 
.uccessfully in many flui.d mechan~~l applications 
including ho~£eneous turbulen~e, 31 turbulen t 
channel flow, mixing layers reacting mixing 
byera without heat release ,10 \urbulent w.kes ,32,33 
and turbulen t boundary layers. 3 Extending the' 
use of direct numeric:al .imulations to reacting 
flows with chemical heat release has been justified 
by two-dimens ional I imulations per formed by 
McMurtry et al.13 In this paper, results of 
three-dimensional simulations are presented to 
atudy the mechanisms by which heat release affects 
the flow. 
Low Mach Number Approximation 
To lolve for the development of the flow field, a 
let of approximate equations valid for low Mach 
number flows is utilized. This approximation has 
previously been presented, in various forms 1 by Rehm and 1Iaum,36 Sivashinsky,37 lIuckmaster, 8 
Majda and Sethian ,39 and McMurtry et al. 13 The 
general idea behind this approximation is that for 
low Mach number flows, the acoustic wINes generated 
by the turbulence and the comb us tion procell hIN e a 
much higher frequency and much faster propagation 
velocity than the motions characterizing convection' 
processes. In the asymptotic limit, the speed of 
sound becomes infinite and any disturbances in 
thermodynamic pressure will be felt instantaneously 
throughout the fluid. This approximation allows 
one to study effects of density changes due to heat 
release while avoiding the numerical stability 
problems of resolving acoustic wwe propagation. 
Starting with the exact equation. of c:ombustion gas 
dynamics and applying a low Mach number expansion, 
a let of ordered approximate equations is obtained. 
In thil work, the equations lolved include conser-
vation equations for malS, 1D0mentum, energy, 
chemical 'pecies, and an equation of state. In the 
limit of low Hach number flow., these equations 
take the following (nondimensional) form: 
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The momentum equation, to the lowest order (eq. lb) 
!limply desZr~be& the variation of the thermodynamic 
pressure pO. To complete the description of 
the velocity field the fiut order momentum equa-
tion IIJ.Ist also be retained, and is given by 
pee) iO);eo). _Vp(l) + L v.~(O) 
Dt Re (to 
The nondimenlional parameter. appearing in these 
equations are the DamkOhler number, Da • koCOLo/Vo' 
Peclet number, Pe • LePo/Do, and Reynolds number, 
R.e • VOLo/v. The parameter Ce, a nondimensiona1 
number characterizing the amount of heat relea.e, 
fa given by Ce • Co 4l/PoCyTo' 
DQ, v, Co, p, and To are the free .tream molecular dlffulivity, kinematic vilcolity, chemical lpeciea 
concentration, density, and temperature. Vo il 
the velocity difference acroll the layer, 01 it 
the heat of reaction, Ind Cy iI the lpecific heat 
at constant volume. For computational comenience, 
the length .cale I" it cholen luch that the non-
dimensional wavelength of the most un.table mode is 
2n (Lo • )/2n, where). is the dimensional 
wav elength). 
The distinction between the two preslures that 
appear, peO) and pO), is essential both from I 
theoretical point of view and in the numerical 
solution procedure. The thermodynamic prelaure, 
p(O), is constsnt in aptct!, but may vary in time 
due to heat addition. p I} is the dynamic preslure 
associated with the fluid motion and does not 
participate directly in thermodynamic proce.ses. 
These equations have previously been successfully 
applied to a two-dimensional problem. 13 Compar-
isons of sillJ.llations using the euct equations and 
the low Mach number approximation were performed 
for a flow with a Mach nUuOer of 0.2 and confirmed 
the validity of the approximation in studying this 
type of flow. Details of the derivation of the 
equations and the numerical aolution procedure are 
also discussed in reference 13. 
Boundary Conditions and Numerical Methods 
Since a temporally developing mixing layer it 
• tudied here, periodic boundary condi tions can be 
applied in the streallWile (x) and Ipanwile (z) 
direction. In the transverse (y) direction, a 
free-Ilip, adiabatic boundary condition i. 
applied. With these boundary conditionl, very 
accurate pleudo-lpectral numerical methodl can be 
efficiently implemented. All dependent variablel 
are expanded in Fourier Seriea in the .trealllolile 
and .panwiae directionl. In the transverle 
direction a Fourier cosine leriel iI uaed for all 
dependent variables except for the tranaverle 
velocity component, v, wich ia expanded in a 
Fourier aine .eries. Spatial derivativ .. are then 
computed by differentiating the leries term by 
term. A lecond order accurate Adlms-Bashforth 
time-ltepping Icheme it uaed to advance the 
equations in time. 
The pseudo-spectral technique .. implemented here 
exhibits very .mall phase erron and n~merica1 
difful ion compared to finite difference techniquea. 
The only errors that are of any conlequence are 
t'Clmcation errors due to the finite wrle number cut 
off and time Itepping errorl. Care h .. been taken 
to minimize these errors by using small time steps 
and transport coefficients (viscosity, molecular 
diffusion coefficient) that are high enough to 
ensure accuraL~ resolution. The lack of phase anc! 
';iffudon errors is a very desirable property in 
simulations of reacting flows, Where steep grad-
ients of reacting species can develop and where 
reaction rates are controlled by molecular 
diffusion. However, truncation errors csn become 
significant if gradients become too steep. 
Flow Field Initialization 
The computational domain for the simulations is 
chosen to be large enough to contain the most 
unltab1e mode and its subharmonic (al determined 
from linear .tability theory for an incompressible 
flow 50 ). The velocity field is initialized by 
adding a hyperbolic tangent velocity profile 
(figure 2) to a low level, three-dimensional, broad 
band background perturbation. In addition, in 
certain sillJ.llations a perturbation in the form of 
the mOlt unstable mode and ita lubharmonic are 
added. The .patially periodic "forcing" in the 
temporally developing layer iI analogous to period-
i c (in time) forcing of a spatially growing layer. 
To .pecify the background perturbation ~e use a 
method limilar to that discussed by Ornag and 
Pao.32 (Also discussed in more detail in Riley 
and Metcalfe.33 ) Energy is assigned to each wave 
number component as specified by a selected three-
dimensional energy spectrum. A random phase is then 
given to each component which results in a random 
velocity field with a specified energy spectrum. 
The actual shspe of the spectrum is not critical a~ 
long as energy is contained in a fairly wide range 
of willie numbers. The spectrum used in these 
s irulations is given by 
4.4 k i\ 
Eu(k). £3d h O+k2h2)3 
This is a fairly broad banded, isotropic spectrum. 
h is the integral length scale, k is the l!I3gnitude 
of the wave number, and ~d is a coefficient 
thst determines the level of the perturbation. 
This spectrum is IIJ.Iltiplied by a "form function" in 
physical space to give a turbulence intensity 
profile characteristic of mixing layers. 3 For 
lillUlationa that atart with a low enough initial 
amplitude (in the linear range), the most amplified 
frequencie. will ultimately dominate. 
The chemical reactant field. are initially 
two-dimensional and .'fe given by the following 
functional relationShips: 
y 
1 
C1 (:,0) • Y;;'JfF J exp{-~/y;)dt 
--
C2(x".Z ,O) • 1 - Cl (x,y+6,z ,0) 
6 11 a value by which the two .pecies fields hl!l1e 
been ofhet .0 that there is initially no OITerlap 
between the two (figure 2). These functions are 
e .. ily relo1vable using lpectral methods and are 
not unlike thOle me .. ured experimentally. The 
particula'C chemical reaction used is a lingle .tep, 
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irreversible reaction. 
Cl + C2 + Products + Heat 
The reaction rate is a function only ot the 
reactant concentrations and does not depend on 
temperature. Although .ome import.nt features of 
real reacting flows are lost with this .imple 
reaction, many important features of the effects of 
energy releas e on the dynami cs 0 f the flow can 
• till be • tudied. 
Summary of Approximation. 
The following is a .ummary of the ajor .impli-
fications and approximation. used in the numerical 
• imula tions • 
A. Low Mach number approximation. 
To e.se Itability requirementl in the numerical 
calculation a low Mach number approximation is 
used. Thh allows acoustic wavu to be filtered 
out 0 f the eq us tions • The v alidi ty 0 f the 
approximation hIS been illustrated for these 
.imllationi in reference 13 by comparing resulu 
from the cOl:lplete set of full compressible 
equations with the results from the low Mach number 
approximation. 
B. Temporally developing mixing layer. 
The simulations are all for a mixing layer that 
develops in time and is 'patially periodic. As 
pointed out earlier, this is not the IBme flow IS 
the 'p8tially gr(),Jing layer that is encountered in 
practice. However, many dynamic similarities exist 
between the two so the temporally growing case is 
, of relevence. Also, a more efficient and accurate 
computer code can be written for the temporally 
growing mixing 1Iyer for a given amount of computer 
resources. 
C. Simple chemistry. 
A single .tep. irreversible reaction between two 
.peciu to form a product is used. The reaction is 
taken to be a function only of the reactant 
concentrations and does not depend on temperature. 
Thia does not represent any real chemical reaction 
but does allow for details of the effects of energy 
release in the flow to be studied. 
D." Constant transport coefficients. 
The viacosity, thermal and molecular diffusivitiea, 
and the aped fi c hea ts are taken to be tempera ture 
independent constanta. Again, this is not a 
realia tic fea ture 0 f general collbus ting flow., bu t 
in addition to .implifying metten from a numerical 
point of view, it allows other effects on the flow 
to be bolated 'and .tudied in a .impler environment.' 
E. The amount of heat rele .. e h re.tricted. 
This restriction b nece .. ary to en.ure that large 
ve10citiu will not be generated by the collbustion 
that may v iolate the low Hach nullber 
approximation. The condition that IIIUIt be 
• ta tis tied i. DaCe 11M 
3. Simulation Reaults 
Resulta are reported for two different valuu of 
the heat relea.e parameter, Ce: one with no heat 
rele .. e (Ce-O), and the other giving a dendty 
decre •• e of plpo • 0.5. Runs 1 (Ce-O) and 2 
(Ce-5) were initialized with random perturbation. 
only. Runs 3 (Ce-O) and 4 (Ce-5) included, in 
addition, a two-dimensional perturbation 
corresponding to the ~ost unstable wavelength and 
its .ubharmonic. In the following, runs 3 and 4 
will be refer~(;" 10 t.J the "forced" c~ses. These 
runs are analogous to l.boratory experiments in 
which well defined harmonic perturbations are 
applied to the flow at selected frequencies. The 
parameters used in these runs are given in table 
1. Additional .illUlations have been run using 
different random initializations. The results 
presented here are representative of all these runs. 
All .imulatione were carried out on the CRAY X~P 
computer at NASA Lewis Reuareb Center. The three-
dimensional computationc. were performed on a 64 x 
65 x 64 array and required 12 .econds of cpu time 
per time step. Each simulation presented here 
required between 600 and 1200 time eteps to 
complete. 
The initial three-dimensional random perturubations 
added to the velocity field were identical for all 
three-dimensional runs. The initial energy spec-
trum for runs 1 and 2 (three-dimen, ional random 
perturbations only) and runs 3 and 4 ( which 
includes the two-dimens ional forcing) is .h01o'O in 
figure 3. The energy contained in the fundamental 
wavelength (wavenullber • 1) is approximately an 
order of magnitude higher in the forced cases, 
al though the energy in the higher IIDdes is the 
same. The initial streallWise rms velocity profile 
is .hown in figure 4 for the forced runs (run 3 and 
4). The initial turbulence levels for these runs 
is low, approximately 3% of the velocity difference 
across the layer. For the unforced runs (runs 1 and 
2), the maxinum turbulence levell were 
approximately 2.2% • 
Higher heat release cases can be run, but since the 
boundary conditions used ·here imply constant volume 
combustion, the equivalent of a significant down-
etream pressure gradient would develop (the back-
ground pre5lure would rile with time). Test cases 
with a computational domain twice as large in the 
transver.e (y) direction (reducing the effective 
prellure gradient by a ~actor of two) were perform-
ed to verify that presaure gradient effects were 
not eignificant for the values of the paramters 
studied here. 
The growth of mixing layers h .trongly influenced 
by larse-ecale two-dimens ional vortices, and to 
underetand the development of the flow field, the 
dynamic. of the.e Itructures must be understood. 
Figure 5 is a contour plot of the in.tantaneous 
.panwhe vorticity field obtained from a pr~~ous, 
conetant density, two-dimensional dmulation • 
The development of the mo.t unstable mode and the 
pairing of two vorticu to form a single larger one 
h apparent. In thil .i':ll.llation the velocity field 
w .. initialized with per.turbatione correeponding to 
the IIIOIt unetab1e mode and ita .ubharmonic. One 
purpOle of thil preeent investigation iI to examine 
the influence of heat rele .. e on thi. proce .. and 
the influence thh h .. on the product formation 
rate. 
Some .. pecte of the threl!-dimensional nature of the 
flow can be eeen in a three-dimensional perspective 
plot of the total vorticity. In figure 6, eurfaces 
having a value of 50% of the 1118xillUm of the 8um of 
the ab.o1ute valuea of all three vorticity compo-
nente are plotted (I~I + I~I + I~I. con.tant). 
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This is a result from run I (initial random velo-
dty perturbations, no heat release) after one 
p5irinS. In addition to the approximately two-
dimensional apanwise vorticity anodated with the 
large-acale atructure, tubes aligned in the 
.treallWise direction are aho apparent. These 
structures hlllle been recognized a, counter-rotating 
vortices4 and hllVe been modeled by Lin and 
Corcos40 and computed in conltant den.ity mixing 
hyers by Metcalfe et 11.26 The effect of these 
atructures on the flow field ia· to induce a 
velocity field that acta to pump fluid between the 
two layers, thereby further convoluting the 
reaction interface. This tends to increale mixing 
between the two a treams and enhance chemical 
ruction •• 
The effect of heat release on the chemical product 
forma tion for run. 1 and 2 11 .hown in figure 7. 
where the total product (integrated over the 
entire computational domain) 11 plotted as a 
function of time. In .greement with previou. 
two-dimensional result •• 13 the total product i. 
.een to be lower for the ca.e with heat release. 
Since the instantaneou. reaction rate (the .lope of 
these curves) is only I function of the joint 
apedes concentrations, this again indicates tha t 
one effect of the heat release has been to reduce 
the amount of mixing between the two atreams. Ion 
increase in the rate of product formation is aeen 
to occur at about t - 40 in the constant density 
case (run 1) and at t • 60 in the heat release 
cue. This is due to the rollup of the subharmonic 
mode, which engulfs large amounts of fluid into the 
vortex structures. Figure 8 .hows the amount of 
product formed when the layer is forced at its Il105 t 
unstable wllllelength and aubharmonic in addition to 
the random three-dimensional perturbations. The 
CHerall rate of product formation is greater when 
the layer is forced, but again the decrease in the 
product with heat release is apparent. 
The total product from a two-dimensional .illlJlation 
with the aame level of forcing as run. 3 and 4 
(AI 0 - 0.01 and A1/2 0 - 0.01) is aho plotted 
in ligure 8. During the rollup and pairing pro-
cess. the three-dimensional growth i. inhibited. 
giving nearly identical results for the two- and 
three-dimens iona 1 aimula tions. Other atudie a2 6 
have ahown rollup and pairing has a aUbilizing 
effect on the three-dimensional growth when the 
amplitudes of the three-dimenaional model are 
amall, while absence of pairing can enhance the 
grOlth of the three-dimenaional modes. After 
.. tura tion 0 f the two-dimena ional modu (a t a time 
of about t-35) the product formation in the 
three-dimensional runa continues to grow rapidly 
due to enhanced three-dimenaional mixing, while in 
the two-dimens iona 1 a imula tiona the produc t 
fora tion drops off rapidly. 
One me .. ure of the layer grOlth is the vorticity 
thickne ... defined .. the inverae of the maxilllJm 
alope of the velocity profile. The velocity 
profiles for runs 1 and 2 (figure 9) at a time of 
t-72 and runa 3 and 4 (figure 10) at a time of t-36 
ahOl a ateeper profile for the hut retule runa, 
indicating a dower rate of the layer IZ'OIth. Note 
allo the overahoot in the velocity profile that 
occurl in the heat releaae runl. These oblerva-
tionl are similar to those obtained frOlll previous 
two-dimensional c.lculations. 13 except the 
overahoot in the velocity profile ia not aa 
pronounced in the unforced three-dimen.ional 
ailllJlations (runs 1 and 2) as in the silllJlations 
with two-dimensionsl forcing. This is because of 
the greater apanwise variation and lack of 
coherence tha texis ts in the three-dimens iona 1 
silllJlations. These over.hoots leen in the velocitv 
profile are similar to thos~ ieee. i.. the jet flame' 
experiments of Yule et al.2"' ana h8lle also been 
aeen in reacting mixing layer experiments .48 
Plota of the vorticity thickness and velocity 
half-width (the location where the average Itream-
wiae velocity component attains one half of its 
free atream value) as a function of time reveal 
another interellting feature (figures 11 - 14). 
Initially. the growth of the layer given by these 
two measurea b alightly greater in the heat 
releue c .. ei up to t-30 in the unforced runs (runs 
1 and 2, figures II and 12) and up to t-15 in the 
forced runs (runs 3 and 4, figures 13 and 14). At 
later times the layer th ickness 11 leu in the hea t 
releue runs. In addition. the initial difference 
in the grOlth rates with heat rele8le b not as 
great in the forced runs as in the unforced runs. 
The initial increase in the layer grOlth rate is a 
result of thermal expansion. Which shift. the Whole 
flewfield outward. Explanations for the amaller 
thickness seen in the he.t release runs at the 
later times. al well as the differences seen in the 
forced and unforced cases are given in the next 
aection. 
To .utml8rbe, the most obvious macroscopic effects 
of heat release on the mixing layer dynamics 
revealed in these numerical silllJlations and similar 
experiments are a decrease in the product formatio~ 
and, after a small initial increase, a decrease in 
the layer grOlth rate. These results are 
qualitatively similar to those obtained experiment-
ally by Wallace ll and Herman.on,12 and are 
consequences of lower i"ates of fluid entrainment 
into the mixing region when exothermic chemical 
reactions occur. In the following .ectionJ phys i ea 1 
mechaniams responsible for theae observations are 
made. 
4. Effects of Heat Release 
In thia aection, the evobtion of the flOl and the 
influence of heat rele .. e is discussed in terms of 
the ahear atre.s diatribution. the turbulent 
kinetic energy balance, vorticity dynamics, and 
Itability conliderations. Since each of these 
a.peets of the £101 must be conabtent with the 
othera. they are not interpreted a. aeparate 
mechaniams. but instud they prCHide different 
v iewpo in ts from which the effects of heat release 
can be expla ined. 
Turbulent Stre •• es 
Hermanaon12 luggeats that moat of the obaerved 
heat releue effect. can be accounted for a. a 
ruult of a decraase in the turbulent ahear 
atre .. es. Velocity and denaity profiles obtained 
experimenta11y .a well aa the meaaured layer growth 
rau·vere u.ed to compute the turbulent &hear 
atren profile. in his experiments. 
To understand the lignificance of the turbulent 
stre .. distribution it is instructive to look at 
the averaged momentum conservation equation: 
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The s.bOlle equation i5 written in its Favre ...,erllged 
(density weighted) form. The w""y overbaT denotes 
F.vre ...,eraged quantities, wich .re defined as 
U -7iifP 
The fluctuating quantities .re then given by 
utI - U - U • 
The. tr.igh t overbar refer I to conventional Reynolds 
...,eraging. In the temporal calculationl this is an 
average over. horizontal plane. The turbulent 
atrelles, ~i' Which .ppear in the .veraged 
momentum equauon repreaent a transport of mean 
momentum (per unit volume). The Favre .veraged 
atrelSei contain momentum exchange mech.nbms due 
to turbulent transport. inter.ctions between the 
mean flow and Volume tric changes, and fluctuation-
fluctuation interactions (p·u{uL).4l In the 
numerical simulations performednere, it was 
po.sible to compute the Favre .veraged turbulent 
shear .tresse. directly. 
The computed Favre (density weigh~averaged 
turbulent shear stress profiles (Pl~u2) for runs 
with and without hest release are I!lOwn in figures 
15 and 16. Figure 15 is for a three-dimensional 
calculation without forcing (runl 1 and 2) and 
figure 16 is the profile computed for a three 
dimen. iond cal cula tion tha t includes forcing at 
the most unstable mode and its .ubharmonic (runs 3 
and 4). The suppression of the Ihear Itress in the 
heat release runs is clearly indicated. 
The lower turbulent strene8 in the heat release 
cale imply a lower transport of momentum to the 
turbulence. In the following lections it will be 
ahown that this alao indicates that len energy h 
being tr.nsferred from the mean flow to the turbu-
lence. In addition, the turbulent ahear atrelse. 
can be directly.related to the stability character-
istici of the mixing layer, prOlliding explanations 
for the lower growth ra tes. 
Turbulent Kinetic Energy 
.Another alpect of the flow that is useful to 
examine and is abo clolely related to the turbu-
lent .hear atre •• e.·i. the turbulent kinetic 
energy. Thi. can give another way to interpret the 
effectl of heat rele .. e on the turbulent motion. 
and account for .ome of the observation. in the 
heat rel.a.e run.. Furthermore, the turbulent 
kinetic energy and ita production, rediatribution, 
and vbcou. dillipation are important .. pecta of 
the flow that must be treated in many of the modela 
currently u.ed to de.cribe turbulent flowa. 
Statiatical information related to the turbulent 
kinetic energy 101" computed for all the .bul.-
tion.. Qualitatively, the heat release effect. 
were the •• me for the ca.es with .nd without 
two-dimensional forcing. Therefore, to .implify 
the diacunion, only the run. with the initial 
random velocity perturbation. (run. 1 and 2) are 
ditculled below. 
The turbulent kinetic energy profile (~'.'u':) for 
runs with and without heat rele.se is sh~~ in figuft> 
17 .t a nondimensional time of t-48. (rilTlE' ir. 
nondimensiona1ized by Lo/Uo') This corresponts 
to • time after the rollup of the most unstable 
mode and before the rollup of its lubharmonic is 
complete. From this figure it can be leen that the 
total turbulent kinetic energy is less for the heat 
release run. This i8 consistent with the earlier 
oblervationa of less product foruation and lower 
growth ra tes, • ince lower turbulence levels impl y 
lower (turbulent) tran.port ratu, resulting in a 
lower exchange of mass, momentum, and energy among 
fluid elementl. 
To under.tand how a lower turbulent kinetic energy 
profile results. it is useful to examine its trans-
port equation. In the Favre aver.ged form. the 
transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy 
ia given by 
a a - ~ au. a r""'--' ~7xI) + --(Pu q) - -ru.."u!t.....!. __ (~~IU~'u.") at axl 1 r K 1 ~ ~ 11K 
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were q - 1/2 ~ is the turbulent kinetic 
energy per unit ~ls. 
From equation 3 we can .ee that a number of 
different mechanisms contribute to the kinetic 
energy balance. 
(3) 
The first term on the right hand side is the 
production term and accoun ts for the exchange 0 f 
energy between the mean flow and the fluctuating 
motion. The production of kinetic energy is 
proportional to the .verage velocity gradient· and 
the turbulent atreBles. In the mixing layer 
simulated here, the only nonzero contribution of 
this term is for i-l and k-2. The profile of the 
turbulent production is .hown in figure 18 .t 
t-48. Production it greatest at the center of the 
mixing l.yer were the velocity gradient .nd 
turbulen t • tresaeR .re the largest. (In the 
following plots, negative values indicate a 
production of turbulent energy). Although it was 
.hown that the velocity gradient is ateeper in the 
c .... with heat releue. the total turbulent 
kinetic energy production b lell with heat release 
due to the .maller turbulent .tre .. term, 
p.I''u'' •••• hown in the previoul nction. The alt~ of the Velocity profile is plotted in figure 
9 and the Favre .veraged turbulent stress profile 
for thb run b .hown in figure 15. 
a-~ The Dext term, _(Pl!'u~I ... ") iI conservative ~ 1 llk + 
(iD general, any ~erm of the form V .... is conler-
vative for a variety of boundary conditions) and 
de.cribe. the tun.port of. turbulent kinetic energy 
by the fluctuating velocity field. From figure 19 
we .ee th.t turbulent tZ'.nsport tends to convect 
kinetic energy avay from the center of the mixing 
layer, were the turbulent intensity is highest. to 
the outer region.. The magnitude of this term 11 
le .. for the heat releue runl lince the turbulent 
fluctuation. are lower. 
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The term u~' ~' describes the eUecta of preuure 
loX. 
fluctuations o~ the turbulent kinetic energy 
distribution. The value of this term is plotted in 
figure 20 at t-48. This term is of the lame order 
of magnitude as the production term. It has an 
opposite lign, however, and does not appear to be 
as greatly aUected by the heat release, although a 
decrease in the magnitude is apparent. The 
'phYlical interpretation of thia contribution can be 
clarified aomellhat by writing thil term II 
~~~ ui ~ --- p' __ 1 
i ibl i ax. 1 
(4) 
The first term on the right hand aide is a conler-
vative term and represenu the redistribution of 
kinetic energy by preuure fluctUation.. The 
lecond term, which il zero for conltant density 
flows, is a source of kinetic energy resulting 
completely from the combua tion. The contr ibution 
of these tIIo terms for the hest release run it 
.hown in figure 21. The transport due to the 
prenure fluctuations is not 1IIJch changed betlleen 
the runs with and without heat release, although 
the peak magnitude ia .omewhat Ie .. in the heat 
release run. In both caus preuure fluctuations 
act to transport energy from the center of the 
mixing layer to the outer regions. The contribu-
tion'due to the velocity divergence leads to a 
prOduction of kinetic energy in the center of the 
vortices. In this respect the heat release actl to 
increase the turbulence level, although thia effect 
is domina te d by the decrease in the mean flow 
production term. In the outer regions, the 
prelBure-divergence correlation changes sign and 
acts to decrease the turbulence level. 
From the results presented here (figures 17-21) it 
is seen that the most important effects of heat 
releas e are signi fican t reduction. in the turbu-
lence production and turbulent transport. In the 
case of the production term, the lower density 
resulting from the combustion is directly relpon-
.ible for most of this change. Tran.port by the 
fluctuating motion decreases in the heat rele .. e 
run •• it:lply because the turbulence levels are 
lower. The heat release results in a production of 
turbulent kinetic energy along, the center of the 
mixing layer through the expan.ion part of the 
velocity-pressure gradient c'orrelation. However, 
the production ia amall in thele ai1llJlations 
compared with the decreue in the exchange of 
energy with the mean flow, yielding an c:Nerall 
10lier turbulent kinetic energy profile. ,.. 
heat releale il increased, the term cui/axi would 
allo increase, relulting in more internal energy 
being converted to kinetic energy. With 
aignificantly higher heat re1eaae, thb could 
pOllibly relult in an oyeraii increale in the 
kinetic energy. 
Vorticity Dynamic. 
The numerical .i1llJlation. can prcr.ride UI with IIIlch 
more information about the flow than ia revealed in 
the turbulent .tresa profiles and turbulent kinetic 
energy profiles, which only give integrated effecu 
and do not reveal 1IIJch about the phyaical mechan-
iama at work. It ia more inltructive to relate the 
heat re1e .. e effecta directly to the dynamic. of 
the large-Icale .tructur.l. 
Another approac~ to I tudying the flow and inter-
preting the effects of heat release on the floll 
field is in terms of v or ti.ci ty dynamics. In a 
two-dimensional flow without heat release or 
diffusion, the vorticity is conserved following 
particle paths. Therefore, observing the vorticity 
field allows a direct visualization of the flow 
field. In a three-dimensional flow, or a flow lIith 
density variations or expansion, the vorticity no 
longer .ervea as a reliable fluid marker. HOliever, 
the dynamics of the flow field can atill be 
understood and interpreted by .tudying the 
vorticity field. In thb section, the effects of 
heat release on the flow field are diacussed and 
explained in terms of the vorticity dynamics. 
Vorticity Equation 
The vorticity equation is derived by taking the 
curl of the IIIOmentum equation. In a general three-
dimensional flow. the vorticity equation can be 
written in the following form: 
+ Dw + + + + 2 1 2+ D't- (w'V)v - w(V'\I) + (Vpx Vy)/p +i;<Vicl (5) 
Four different mechanisms can be identified that 
alter the developue~t o! the vorticity field: 
~ort~x a tretching (w'V)v, therma I expansion, 
w(V'\I) , baroclini c torques t (VI' x V;;) 11'2, and 
V1SCOUS diffusion. For a lOW Mach number flow 
wi thou thea t release, the expansion and baroclini c 
torque terms will be zero. When density changes 
due to heat release do occur. these two mechanisms 
can be important in the vorticity dynamics. For a 
two-dimensional flow, the vortex atretching term is 
identically zero, and if no heat is released 
equation 5 becomes 
+ 
D:..J 1 (-.2+) 
-- - V-w Dt Re 
(6) 
.howing that vortici ty follows fluid particle pa th s 
in the Aba ence 0 f di Hus ion • 
The in.tantaneous .panwise component of vorticity 
(W3) a t times of t-48 and 72 is Ihewn in figures 22 
and 23 for Tuns I and 2 (three-dimensional pertur-
bations, no forcing). In the follOliing figures, 
daahed contour linea indicate negative vorticity 
(local rotation of fluid elements in the clockllise 
direction) and aolid linel indicate positive 
vorticity. One of the most apparent differences 
between these two figurea is that, for the linula-
tiona wi th hea t relea.e. the maxi1llJm ampli tude of 
the vorticity. which occur. in the vortex cores, 
haa decrea.ed .ubatantia.lly. Furthermore. the 
vorticity is not aa concentrated in the center of 
the laree atructure. a. in the con.tant density 
c .. e. Allo note the regiona of politively .igned 
vorticity that appear at the outer edges of the 
vortex .tructure. for the cale with heat release. 
Thi •• ame behavior ha. been .een in previoul two-
dimen.ional calculation •• 13 The reaulte of the 
c .. el with and without ,forcing are again qualita-
tively .imilar .0 only the reaulu with the initial 
random velocity field (runs I and 2) are discussed 
below. In the foll 011 ing , the mechanilms responsible 
for thele effect. and their influence on'the £1011 
field development are disculled. 
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Thermal Expansion and Baroclinic Torque 
In an expanding {low. V~ is positive; therefore. 
the effect of thermal expan~ion relults in a 
decrease in the magnitude of vorticity (ue 
equation 5). This can aho be und~rltood by 
angular momentum considerations • since al a fluid 
element expands due to heat releBle. the magnitude 
of vorticity must decrease to conserve angular 
momentum. 
The inltantaneous value of the lpanwise component 
of the explnlion term il Ihown in figure 24 It two 
different time.. Thermal expanlion occurl as heat 
h releaaed by the chemical ruction 10 that this 
term also gives a good indica tion of the reaction 
Eone. The rate of reaction h higheet were the 
inflOlJ of ructants is the highest. This occura in 
the regions of highest strain. wich are located in 
the braids. The result of the expanlion 11 a 
decrease in the magnitude of vorticity. which in 
part explaine the changea in the vorticity field 
that result wen exothermic chemical reactione 
occur. (For a temperature dependent reaction. the 
high dissipation rates in the braids can cause 
local quenching of the flame 10 that the reaction 
rate it not necessarily highest in the regions 
\/here the inflow of reactants 11 the highest.44 •45 
This effect is not addreued here.) 
Another mechanism that affects the vorticity 
distribution in the mixing layer is the baroclinic 
torque. (Vp x 'Vp)/(i-. This results from nonaligned 
pressure gradients and density gradientl. Plotl of 
the Ipanwise component 'of this term at apecific 
lpanwise locations shOlJ an alternating lign across 
the reaction lurface and no contribution in the 
vortex cores (figure 25). This can be understood 
by recognizing that the density gradient changes 
sign acron the reaction surface and the pre8lure 
gradient vector points approximately radially 
outvard from the vortex cores. In the vortex cores 
the pressure and density gradients are small and 
are also approximately aligned. so there is no 
contribution of this term here. As the layer rolla 
up and winds around i tsel f. the baroclinic torque 
takes on the complicated structure shown in figure 
25b. Comparisons with the results of twooodimen-
• ional .imulations show that thele effects are 
dominated by two-dimensional dynamics. 
Comparing figures of the .panwile vorticity compo-
nent (figure 22) and the initantaneoul baroc1inic 
torque (figure 25) IhOlJS that the regionl of 
positively .igned vorticity at the outer regions of 
the vortices. and alao the appearance of multiple 
extrema in the vorticity field, are a result of the 
baroclinic torque. The enershoot in the velocity 
profile .een in the previous .ection (figures 9 and 
10) is a ruult of the generation of po.idve 
vorticity in this region by the baroclinic torque. 
This is aho the mechanilm th.t produce. the 
previou.ly unexplained inflection points leen in 
the Velocity prof~\e at the outer edgea of jet 
diffusion flames. 
In an attempt to understand the relative importance 
of the expanlion and baroclinic torque terms on the 
developnent of the flow. average values of these 
two terms are plotted as a function of the height 
acrOl1 the mixing layer for alequence of time. 
(figure 26). (Negative values of the expanlion term 
indicate a decre .. e of vorticity while neg.tive 
value. of the baroclinic torque .indicate an 
increase.) The magnitude of the expansion term is 
leen to be initially stronger than the baroclinic 
torque term. At later times, the' ampl itude of the 
two terms are comparable. Note that the expansion 
term conFistEntly produces a net decrease in 
vorticity. The baroclinic torque tends to decrease 
the vorticity near the upper and lower limits of 
the dynamically active region, at least during the 
initial Itage. when the two-dimensional modes 
dominate the flow. This is consistent with the 
generation of regions of positive vorticity at the 
edges of the cores (figure 25). Note also that the 
baroclinic vorticity generation on the centerline 
il occurring in the braids rather than the cores. 
The baroc1inic torque and thermal expansion have 
shown to result in weaker and more diffuse vortex 
structures. This will result in a Ilower rOllup of 
the layer, thus reducing the .training of the reac-
tion interface and decreasing the ma .. entrainment 
into the layer. Thi. acr.ounts for the decrease seen 
in the overall product formation and the changes in 
the layer growth rate. In lection 3 it was shown 
(figures 11-14) that with heat release. the layer 
growth rate initially increases, and then decreases 
compared with the constant density case. The ini-
tial increase was explained to be due to thermal 
expansion, which tends to shift the whole layer 
outward. Later in the development of the mixing 
layer, hOlJever, the grOlJth is dominated by the 
large .cale rollup and pairing process. Since this 
proceu is inhibited by heat release. the constant 
denlity mixing layer will then grow faster. Note 
aho that this behavior is more apparent between 
runs 1 and 2 (unforced) than between runs 3 and 4 
(forced). In runs 3 and 4. the effects of two-
dimensional rollup are felt sooner, .ince the flow-
field was initialized with coherent perturbations 
(in addition to the random background noise) cor-
responding to the most unstable wavelengths. The 
initial rms amplitudes of the velocity perturbations 
were approximately 25% higher in runs 3 and 4 than 
in runs 1 and 2. due to the addition of the coherent 
two-dimenaional perturbations. 
The relative importance of the expansion and the 
baroclinic torque on the flow field developnent 
depends on the geometry of the mixing layer • 
Experiments and limulations have .hOlJn that, in a 
reacting mixing layer, combustion products are 
concentrated in the vortex cores. This implies 
that the denlity changes in the cores will be 
relponlible for molt of the obaerved heat relealle 
effects. Since the baroclinic torque is weakest in 
the cores, it might be expected that thermal 
expansion alone can account for mOlt of the 
.ignificant changes of the altered vorticity 
field. Furthermore, from figure 25 it can be leen 
that regions of Itrons vorticity generation due to 
the baroclinic torque are located adjacent to 
corresponding region. of vorticity destruction. 
Thi. il due to the chan&e in .ign of the density 
&radient acro •• the reaction .urface aa explained 
abene. Therefore, although the msgnitude of the 
baroclinic torque may be quite large, the effect on 
the flow field faUs off rapidly with dietance from 
these regionl. Thia may caule local changes in the 
flow field. but the global effects on the large 
acale atructures will not be as .trong as those due 
to thermal expansion. However, as the vorticity 
generated by the baroclinic torque il convected in 
the layer and engulfed into the large .cale 
• tructurea, the integrated effects aur time of the 
baroclinic torque and thermal expan.ion become 
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difficult to isolate. Since the local magnitudes 
of these ~o terms are of the lame order both 
effects Ihou1d be accounted for. 
The effects of heat release on the three-
dimensional, apanwise variation in the reactant 
concentrations presented in aection 111 can also be 
interpreted in terms of the vorticity dynamica. 
Secondary instabilities in the flow are c:haracter-
ized by counterrotating atreltIWiae vortices. 4 
The flow field induced by theae vortices enhances 
mixing and increases the aurface area of the 
interface be~een the two reacting chemical 
apecies, II ahown in figurea 27 and 28. In figure 
27 the ItreatlWiae component of vorticity at a time 
of t-72 is plotted at the ItrutIWiae location x • 
11. Comparing thb with a • imilar plot of run 2 
(figure 28) shOols a leu intenle atrutlWiae 
componen t 0 f vorticity when hea t reteale accom-
paniu the chemical reaction. The changea aeen 
be ~een these tvo figurea are typical 0 f any 
atrutIWiae cut. Undoubtedly, mechaniama aimilar to 
thole diacuued for primary instabilitiea alao work 
to reduce the growth of aecondary inltabilitiea in 
the preaence of heat release. 
Stability Considerations 
A question that arises in these ailllJlationa is 'hOol 
are the ltability characteristici of the mixing 
layer affected by heat release?' There are both 
physical and numerical reasons for addresaing this 
question. If the unstable model ahift to other 
frequencies, or if the growth ra tea change as a 
result of density changes, this certainly can 
affect the growth of the mixing layer and the rate 
at which chemical products are formed. 
From a computational point of view, it is not 
possible to look at a continuous distribution of 
frequencies. Because of the periodic boundary 
conditions employed here, only disturbances of 
wavelengths that divide exactly into the computa-
tional domain are allowed (A-domain aize/n). 
Therefore, if the most unstable modes ahift to 
different wBllelengths, dynamically important 
effects may be overlooked. 
To addrell this question, a linear atability analy-
Ii, of a limplified model problem was carried out 
in conjunction with the limulations. Thia analYlil 
involved a ahear layer with a piece-wise linear 
velocity profile wi th a low denlity in the velocity 
tran.ition region Cfigure 29). The velocity and 
denlity in the free .tream were conltant, and the 
denaity in the tranlition lone w .. abo conatant 
and given by pO-B), O~ <1 • At though thia dotl 
not exactly deacribe the conditiona in the ailllJla-
tiona reported here, the balic c:haracteriatic. of 
the tvo are. imilar. ao that the general trend. 
indicated by the analy.b are expected to be true 
of the ailllJlationa. Detaila of the analyaia are 
liven in Hc:Hurtry.45 
The re.ultl of thb ana"ly.ia are plotted in figure 
30, which ahowa the growth rate of any individual 
un. tab Ie mode (.pecified by ita wave number) for a 
liven value of B. As the denaity decr.a ... 
(increaling B), the most unltable mode, repruented 
as the maxilllJm value on each curve, ahifta to a 
lOoler wave number (longer wavelength). The grOllth 
ratea of the unstable modea are alao aeen to 
decrea.e al the denaity is lowered, a reault 
conailtent with the lower El'owth ratel diacuued in 
aection 3. 
The energy, ECkx,kz ) contained in various modes 
as a function of time is sho.m in figures 31 and 32 
fot runs 1 and 2 (initial random perturbation 
velocity field). The energies are defined here as 
CD 
f · 2 ECkx ,kz) - t.tCkx,kz; ,y) I d y 
-
where N 
. ~. 
v(kx,kz;,Y) .~ uCkx,kz;,ky,t)X(ky,Y) 
k -0 y " 
and ;;-(k. t) are the Fourier componen ts of the 
velocity and X is either .inCkyy) or cosCky'Y), 
depending on the component of the velocity under 
consideration. In the following dilcu'lion, we 
analyze the temporal behavior of the energies in 
these Fourier modea. Although we refer to the modes 
El 0 and £1/2 0 II the fundamental and .ubharmcmic 
re~pectively, 'it is important to note in the inter-
pretation of these results that this correspondence 
ia not exact. For example, the lubharmonic mode by 
i tiel f does develop higher wBllenumer components as 
it rolls up. Thus, the Fourier mode II 0, while 
being dominated by the energy of the fu~damental, 
can aho contain lome energy of the subharmonic 
mode. 
In figure 31, the the fundamental (£1 0) grows 
until a time of t ·40, at which point it reaches a 
quasi-equ ilibrium, I8tura ted Ita te. 3 ,26 The 
subharmonic (El/2 0) continues to grow until it 
reaches its satur~tion level at t - 65. The 
behavior of these two modes changes lignificantly 
when heat release occurs. The growth of the 
fundamental drops off at a level well below the 
incompressible saturation level and at a IllUch 
earlier time (figure 33), although the initial 
grOolth before IllUch density change occurs (up to 
about t-7) is the aame in the tvo case.. The 
lubharmonic remains un.table but grows at a lower 
rate and reac:bea aaturadon at a later time than in 
the conitant density case (figure 34). The energy 
in the three-dimensional modes (the .um of ICkx,kz ) 
for all kxand k z " 0) is also decreased due to the 
heat relea&e as Iho.m in figure 35. 
The results of the limplified linear analysis for 
the linear profiles compare favorably with the 
.imubtion results. The denaity chlnges occurring 
in run 2 correspond to a B of 0.5. lJith this 
amount of heat re1e8lle, the mOlt un.table mode in 
the con.tant denlity caae is predicted to be 
Itable. which ia cemliltentwith the modal behavior 
in the a illlJlationl (figure 33). The actual most 
unltable mode Ihiftl to a wClTe nuuber of 0.3, which 
11 fairly clole to the vClTe nullber of the 
.ubharmonic of the mOlt unstable mode in the 
conltant denlity cale (0.22). From figure 34, the 
growth rate of the lubharmonic h Ihovn to reduce 
from 0.18 to 0.13, while in the ailrulationa the 
computed It'owth rate of the lubharmonic decreased 
from 0.12 to 0.09 in the heat releale cue. In 
figure 34 this lower growth rate of the lubharmonic 
is indicated by the lmaller alope. 
The temporal behClTior of the various modes when the 
layer b initially forced at the fundamental and 
lubharmonic (runl 3 IIId 4) ia Ihovn in figures 36 
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and 37. With these levels of forcing, the gr~th 
of the foodamental is not luppreued by the heat 
release nearly as dramatically as in the case with 
no forcing. The hOldamental ltabilizes at a 
Ilightly earlier time in the heat release case (at 
t-18 vs. t-21 for the constant density case) and 
the energy contained in this mode il only a factor 
of two l~er. This observation may be a result of 
the time it takes for the density decreales to 
develop in the simulations. During this time, the 
in.tabilities will gr~. With high enough level. 
of forcing, lubstantial rollup can occur before the 
I tabilizina effect. of hea t release are I trongly 
felt. 
The laboratory experiments on m1Xl.ng layer., 
al though clearl y Ihowing 10lier gr~th ra tes a. heat 
relene is increased, do not conclusively Ih~ 
anything regarding the total lupression of lome 
model or a Ihift in the wavelengthl of the molt 
un.tlble modes. Thi. particular aspect ha. not 
been carefully inves tiga ted in the exper iments, 
although Herman.on l2 auggelts there il little 
change in the apacing (wavelengths) of the vortex 
cores when heat release occurl. This has been 
ob.erved, however, in experiments on jete (Yule et 
aI., 1981) which Ih~ed the value of the molt 
energe tic frequencies decrease d a. hea t releue 
increased. 
There are a number of pOll ible reasonl for why this 
behsvior may not be 86 apparent in laboratory 
experiments as in the limulations. Firlt, the 
luppression of higher wsve nunber components in the 
• imulations could in part result from the thicker 
reaction zone that exilts in the limulationl com-
pared to the experiments. This i. a consequence of 
a l~er Damkohler nunber in the simulations, which 
is necellary to Ichieve accurlte resolution of the 
reaction zone structure. Secondly, in the exper-
iments, the turbulence levels in the boundary layer 
at the splitter plate are often much higher than in 
the limulations presented here, 10 that the £1011 
instabilities may not be gOl1erned by linear ltabity 
theory. Finally, any laboratory experiment on 
mixing layers is extremely lensitive to any type of 
external forcing. This forcing is often applied 
purposely, or can result from any dilturbancel or 
relonances a .. ociated with the experimental aetup. 
Such resonances exist in any experimental facility, 
and even extremely low levels of facility generated 
coherent disturbances can result in large vari-
ations in the development of the Ihear layer. 7 
The lillUlations performed here (run. 3 and 4) allo 
• hOll that even low levela of coherent forcing have 
a .ignificant impact on the grOlith of the unltable 
modea. Thi. problem of how heat release affectl 
the gr~th rates and wavelength. of the un.table 
mode. il an area that calli for further 
experimental work. 
5. Summary 
The aimulation. performed .. a part of this work 
and limilar laboratory experiments have IhOllO that, 
wen heat release accompaniel the chemical reac-
tion, the mixing layer grOliI at a lOlier rate and 
the amount of product formed decrea.e.. In addi-
tion, an overshoot in the velocity profile appearl. 
In the previous lection, four different aspect. of 
the flow were studied to explain ~he oblerved 
effects of heat release: the turbulent Ihear 
ItrellU, the turbulent kinetic energy, vorticity 
dynamiCI, and Itability considerations. Thele 
different considerations must be consistent with 
each other and, thenfore, only prOl1ide different 
viewpoints from which the flow can be studied. 
The Itudy of the flow in ~enlls of the vorticit~· 
dynamics explored the two actual mechanisms that do 
not act in constant density flow.: the baroclinic 
torque and thermal expansion. The action of these 
mechanisms was Ihown to result in more diffuse and 
weaker vortices when heat release accompanies the 
chemical reaction. At the largest Ica1el (which 
dominate the dynamics of the flow and account for 
most of the turbulent ttansport), the altered 
vorticity diltribution resulted in a1~er rollup of 
the most unltable mode., giving l~er gr~th rates 
and leu entrainment of unmixed fluid. This was 
indica ted by the lower energies and growth ra tes 0 f 
the unltable modes computed in the simulations and 
confirmed by a atability analysis of a simplified 
model problem limilar to the mixing layer f1~ 
limulated here. The appearance of "humps" in the 
velocity profile were shOlin to be the result of 
vorticity generation in the outer regions of the 
v ortices by baroclinic torques. 
The turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent 
stresses are closely related, since the turbulent 
IItre6lles are a direct ipdication of the kinetic 
energy transfer from the mean flow to or from the 
turbulence. Lower values of both the turbulent 
kinetic energy and the turbulent Itresses were 
observed in the heat release runs. This can be 
related directly to the vorticity dynamics by 
realizing that in turbulent flows, the largest 
eddies (vortices) are responsible for most of the 
transport of momentum and scalar variables. The 
weaker large-Icale vortices that result when heat 
release occurs transport less momentum, which is 
exactly what the lower values of the turbulent 
Ihear stresses indicate. The transport rates of 
the chemical reactants will also result in less 
product formation, as observed in the simulations 
and similar experiments. 
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TABlE 1 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Run No. Domain Re Da AI,O A1/ 2 ,O 
1 411 500 2 0.0 0.0 
2 411 500 2 0.0 0.0 
3 411 500 2 0.01 0.01 
4 411 500 2 0.01 0.01 
Al,O and Al/2 0 are the amplitude of IDOlt unltable mode and ita 
aullharlllOnic I~ determined from a linear .tabU it)' analYI is of the 
hyperbolic tangent velocity profile .50 
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